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THE SOUTHWEST 

' 
c ' 

I asked several of our southwest partners to reflect upon the 
environment which lead to the collapse of the Southwest real estate 
markets including: strategy, personnel, administration/overhead, 
individual projects, things we did right, influences that 
encouraged us to make mistakes, and any universals;axioms that 
could be applied to our business in good times and bad. 

Hopefully none of us will ever experience anything like the 
Southwest disaster again but perhaps what we have learned will 
better prepare us for whatever might befall. Feel free to 
distribute this as you see fit. 

Thank you. 

GS: jl 
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-----
Memorandum 

DISTRIBUTION Ollir,c·, 

From GARY SHAFER 

Date_ 3/6/89 

Subject 

Certainly living through the collapse of the Southwest real 
estate markets has been a true tragedy for us all. Likewise, it 
would also be a tragedy for us not to share our experiences in 
this unique environment with our fellow partners around the 
company. Hopefully they will not have to experience anything 
like the Southwest disaster but perhaps what we have learned 
will better prepare them. Please try to get to me by Marcll 15th 
a brief memo outlining the mistakes you have made in the 
following categories: 

l. Strategy 
2. Personnel 
3. Administration and overhead 
4. Individual proJects 

Certainly, a good market tends to hide ones mistakes while a bad 
market overly dramatizes them. still since memories are short, I 
believe it is a worth1~hile exercise for all of us including me to 
perform this catllarsis. 

As soon as I receive all of your responses, I will organize them 
and disseminate them to the field in an anonymous fashion. Look 
forward to hearing from you. 

GS: jl 

cc Office of the Managing Partners 
Don Williams 
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MARC MYERS 

1. strategy 
buying service center as "incubators" for deals. 
building an office building in an industrial park. 
building an office building 100 miles from city. 
buying a single site in an industrial park. 
buying a single site in a city 20 miles from a Tee park. 
developing a freight consolidation system for tenants. 
taking partial liability on long-term development JV's. 
land positions in excess of near term requirements. 

2. Personnel 
hiring non-partner material for leasing. 
under hiring for property management. 

3. Administration and overhead 
not terminating marginal people earlier. 
not instituting financial controls and overhead approvals 
earlier. 
not taking net absorption vs. gross leasing. 
not monitoring liability exposure vis-a-vis liquidity. 

4. Individual Projects 
doing or buying marginal deals because the money was 
available. 
extrapolating spec space needs from last leasing. 
taking liability unjustified by capital base. 
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JOHN WALSH 

I. strategy: 

l. We lost an early deal or two because we quoted high, then 
expected to negotiate to a lower level. Our competition 
started low and gained credibility from our approach. 

2. Our land debt was based on a five year build out, 
floating rates (below market), and interest funded from 
the investor. This works well when rents are growing, 
but in a decreasing rent market land values get too high 
to make sense from a development perspective. 

3. Don't get caught in a market frenzy. If we had sold more 
product during the frenzy, we would not be selling for 
the prices we are today just to cover shorts. 

4. Move to non-recourse as soon as practicable. High 
interest rate non-recourse loans have been better for us 
than lower interest rate recourse loans once times got 
bad. 

5. :Keep a conservative strategy as to bad times. Generally, 
we did not know we were in a bad market until it was very 
bad. Remember, it doesn't pay to say "it can't get worse 
or last much longer". 

6. Don't rely on development fees to cover a major portion 
of overhead. 

7. Make every deal at the best rate you can. The deals we 
made in the early months of the downturn now look like 
great deals in retrospect. At the time we did not feel 
good about mast of them, but today they are our best 
deals. 

8. We were too lenient on credit requirements, especially 
where we spent money on finish out or refit. 
Bankruptcies and business failures have hurt our cash 
flow and value significantly. 

When we had a problem tenant, we reacted too slowly and 
ended up with high attorney fees, little or no rent and 
substantial time periods before we regained control of 
the facilities. 

Banks will not be your friend When the tenant bellies up, 
but they will tell you how great they will be when they 
need a subordination of landlord's lien. Be tough on 
issuing lien subordinations - make the bank a contractual 
party in order to collect rent and recover damages if the 
bank becomes uncooperative. 
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9. Lease, Lease, Lease keep your buildings leased. 
occupancy helps cover taxes, insurance and other costs 
that we pay during vacancy. 

10. Don't believe that just because rents have gone up at 5% 
per year for five years, that they can't or won't drop 
25% in one year. 

11. control your inventory. Our hardest discipline has been 
to lease first, then build. Money has always been 
available. Don't build just because you can get a non
recourse loan. Too much inventory in a market drives all 
rents down, lower rents lead to lower value. 

12. Don't be afraid to ask for price breaks early from 
suppliers, lenders or outside partners. Increase and 
maintain restricted cash in order to be more competitive. 
Very few of our partners were willing to put cash back 
into projects after distributions were made. However, 
most were willing to go along with increased reserve 
accounts if We properly expl<tined our reasons for doing 
eo. 

13. Quality is important in a tough market. Tenants, lenders 
and buyers will give credit to quality. It is really 
tempting to cut corners when cash is not readily 
available. 

14. Don't put too much faith in a single lender. Despite the 
myth, large banks do fail and the new guys are not 
necessarily fair to you just because you are their 
customer. 

15. Don't buy too soon when things are going down. For 
example, we offered a contract for $22 per square foot 
in 1987 that we'll probably get for $17.50 per square 
foot this year. 

II. Personnel 

1. stay lean even if you can afford to get fat. It is much 
easier to hire someone than it is to lay someone off. 
Postpone hiring someone until you absolutely must. 

2. We hired people who were competent to do the job as 
described when we hired them. I think now I would pay 
a little more or accept a little less experience and hire 
people that could eventually do more than the job 
described. When times are tough fewer people are 
available and more is required of them. 

If you find 
to resolve. 

yourself over staffed, don't wait too long 
In a tough market it is fairly easy to up 
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------------------ -------------------------------------------------------------------------

grade your mediocre employees with better qualified 
people at lower prices. 

3. Let people know what is happening so that when raises 
don't meet their expectations they are not shocked. They 
all read the newspaper, but unless they are warned they 
rarely believe that a Trammell crow Company is affected. 

4. Work hard on morale. That begins at the partner level. 
Let people )mow you are working hard to solve the 
problems, and you're confident that you will. Remember 
to maintain your management skills, even when you don't 
feel like it. 

III. Administration and overhead 

1. A strong office manager is critical. When times are 
tough a partner's available time is greatly diluted. 
More people call with tougher problems. If the office 
management is in place, your focus can be toward the 
outside without deteriorating the quality of your 
operation. Don't be afraid to delegate administrative 
responsibility. 

2. Employees must understand overhead costs. Let your 
employees work together in groups or individually to 
create cost saving ideas. If they know its a real issue 
they will buy off on the idea better. 

3. It is hard to take away benefits. (e.g. car phones, free 
cold drinks, assistant/interns, beepers, etc.) If you 
don't need it, don't provide it just because you have 
the dollars. 
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----------------- -------

STEVE MEYER 

1. STRA'l'EGY: 

Not trading additional equity for release of personal 
liability; i.e. Principal would have accepted a 60/40 
split with no liability vs. the 50/50 with full recourse 
to Crow. 

Investing too much cash and working capital in losing 
projects. Waited much too long to re-work with lenders 
and as a result, wasted a lot of valuable cash. 

Missed an opportunity to sell several high finish 
projects, as well as bulk projects when the spread 
between the cap rate and interest rates dictated to do 
oo. 

Relied too much on the easy availability of capital and 
last weeks marketing report to determine new starts. 

Let the land price dictate the product. 

Should not have "pioneered" in unproven areas with 
recourse debt. 

2. PERSONNEL: 

Major mistake was not developing bench strength in 
leasing personnel, recognizing that future "partner 
types" would recognize declining opportunity and leave. 

3. ADMINISTRATION AND OVERHEAD: 

Realize that overhead cost control is more important as 
development fees shrink. 

Failed to realize that much more administrative costs and 
more effort is involved in workouts on losing projects, 
than in good projects. 

4. INDIVIDUAL PROJECTs: 

Our major mistake on this project was that we based our 
buying decision on this single-story office building 
based on the fact that we had just sold a single-story 
office building at $12.00 psf rents and had made 
$800,000; and assumed we could lease this project at 
$10.00 psf rents and do likewise. The problem occurred 
that we did not have a tenant base in the area to draw 
from, the market turned bad, and even though we had the 
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------ ------ ---- ------- -----------------------

opportunity to sell at a breakeven, or small loss, we 
decided to hold the building until the market improved. 

We made the mistake of buying too much land based on past 
absorption; and the land could have been bought ''smarter" 
with trading eguity for reduced liability, etc. 



MIKE BIRNBAUM, MIKE JAFFE, BRYCE MILLER 

I. strategy 

A. Worst case projections from one quarter tend to become 
best case projections for next quarter. 

B. First markdown is the smallest. 

c. Do not follow market down - lead the market. 

D. Cash is king. 

E. As you lose the ability to do traditional manufacturing 
business look hard at other sources to generate fees, 
e.g. 3rd party management, construction management, 
brokerage. 

F. Review joint venture and loan documents -make sure you 
understand - get fresh look at these documents. 

G. Know and understand relationships with joint venturers
and lenders - research and try to figure out what kind 
of accommodations can be reached. 

H. Put together team of professional street fighters, e.g., 
lawyers, accountants. 

I. Beware of tenants with good stories - be willing to 
listen hard but be skeptical - be careful. 

J. Work renewals hard and early. 

K. cut overhead hard and early -but be thoughtful, e.g., 
if you are going to do construction management you need 
your people. 

L. Trust your entrepreneurs - partner level talent needed 
to generate fees and solutions. 

M. Must be able to have offense and defense - celebrate 
victories in both. 

N. Have an ongoing sale program. 

II. Personnel 

A. Tougher the market better the person needed. 

B. Partners need to guard against screwing operation down 
too tight - if no money - then more than ever need to 
have fun. 
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C. Run lean operation - but do not cut muscle. 

D. Keep interviewing, look to upgrade - stay in business. 

E. Keep nucleus in pluce. 

Ill. Administration and Overhead 

A. Top notch controller essential because accurate, timely 
information is essential. 

B. Monitor all payments - especially those on automatic 
schedule - may want to stop payment or hold payment. 

c. Understand what it costs to run each aspect of your 
business. 

IV. Individual Projects 

A. Do not let competitor's actions influence your decision 
on whether to do a project. 

B. Do not do a project just to do something - maintain 
careful underwriting standards. 

c. Partners have to be hands-on and involved in all aspects 
of business. 

D. Easy to overpay for projects if you only figure the 
upside - do not think the world can only go up. 

E. Be careful in picking experts to investigate projects 
with shrinking margins, partners cannot afford surprises, 
e.g., environmental, structural, civil. 

F. Don't speculate on demographic growth, especially where 
infrastructure is not in place. 

G. Be careful on taking 100% of obligation but Tee having 
only so% of ownership. 

H. Do not assume what outside partners in a project want you 
to do - meet with them and get them signed off on what 
it is we are going to do - otherwise we will find 
ourselves funding and the outside partners will say that 
it is our problem. 

l. Take more aggressive position with banks and other 
lenders sooner as opposed to later. 

J. In looking for value in down market be sure and look to 
replacement cost compared to purchase price. Use 
conservative estimates based upon today's rents, without 
increases. 
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11"/ Memorandum 

(Trammell CrowCo~>lp( 1y 
~---'---"-=--=--
Sandy G:>ttesman, Page 1 

SuiJiOCI: 

Gary 

Sandy 

April 12, 1989 

The following is in response to your eguest to provide you 
with a separate list of mistakes, e list is short and not 
representative of the mistakes mad , as I have tried to 
exclude those items that ed on the list generated 
earlier, a copy of which 

1. Chances are you won't 
anticipate, 

2. Historic restorations 
twice as long. 

rates on spec space that you 

and usually take 

3. Make sure you 
over-promise. 
cons=ing. 

11 disclosure in your leases. Don't 
ation is extremely expensive and time 

4, Take your perso 1 guaranty seriously. Know which of your 
assets are exc Monitor your lists carefully. over 
a period of s eral years, you can end up with all of your 
assets encumb red to one loan or another. 

,5. It to go slower. 

6. Do not as e that job growth will grow expotentially. 
Look at e ten-year average, rather than the last year or 
two. co struction workers come to town and leave quickly. 

7. Senior partners should not be afraid to say "no." 
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Sandy Q:lttcsmm, Page 2 

External Forces: 

I:bn't rely on in£lation to ooke a pmject work. 

Mistreatin;; the brokerage =mmunity - you may win the 
battle but you can lose the war. 

Absorption (n<lrket) 

Believing that your competition will not develop their 
project if you can begin construction first. 

Reviewing the absorption figures without taking into 
consideration the supply side. 

Believing" that the quality of your people and project 
can overcame the :market. OUr occupancy is 30% above 
the marlmt and rates are 25-50% higher and we are still 
75% below pro-form. 

Watch inventories: Don't believe you lllUSt have the 
largest irwentozy in town "just in case same 150,000 
square foot user comes along" . 

Be carefUl of verbal assurances from lenders - personal 
liability is personal liability. There is a 
significant difference beh-.reen reco\lrSe and 
non-recourse debt. 

Lenders have a "herd" mentality. When your market is 
"in", it is powerful; t~hen your market is "out", the 
reverse is ttue. 
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' Sandy G::ltte'smm, page 4 

Internal Forces: 

Be willing to make the tough decisions on project:s 
and. personnel. 'Ihe first :markdown is the least 
expensive. 

Don't be tempted by thin deals just to keep 
everyone busy. 

One bad project can make up for five good ones. 

Hire the best people - mediocre people are easy to 
hire and hal:d to fire. Easy to staff up - it is 
hard to cut back. 

It is better to have one extra leasing person t.'1an 
one too few. 

Cost of doing business 

FOCus on the costs of doing business (overhead) . 

Not placirq enough priority on cash-in-hand 
(spending ten3llt finish $'s for high rent but 
tenant not having the credit to weather the 
valleys) 
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General 

( ( 

Sandy GYttesman, page 5 

You can't "fence" the m11petitors out - limit land 
holdings to 2-year inventory during nonnal market. 

Obtain long- tenn. land loans (3 year :minimmn) 
without calls. 

Time and =sts to deVelop 

Values 

Developm:mt actually takes longer and costs more 
than you budget. 

Road =nstruction usually takes longer to get to 
or through your project. 

When the office, retail and industrial absorption 
softens and rental rates decline, the land values 
decline at an even greater rate. 
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Sandy GotteSU'illl, page 6 

OFFICE: 

Timing 

You can't fine tune the start of the next office 
building based on the last lease you nade. You have to 
l<XIk at the macro-market since your prcduct won't be 
deliverable for 15-24 months. 

It is better to start your next office building a few 
IOOnths late and miss a deal than start too early and 
have two office buildings facing a shrinking :market. 

Keep a lean inventory of land an:ljor have a joint 
venture partner or land loan that you can walk away 
from without ~ liability. 

When the market is hot, sell SOil1S of your interest 
along the wa.y up; when its starts heading down, there 
are DQ buyers. 

A small % of a large number is a large nll!llber. 



' Sandy Gottesm'ill, page 7 

REI'AIL: 

Site selection 

Developing a corner, buyirB a site because ~/e ure 
concen1ed that our coopetition will devalop it if we 
don't- you cannot =ntrol the market. 

Secondary retail locations can sit ernpty no matter how 
low the rates. 

Design 

Building secorxl story retail in o:trler to get more 
=verage and TIBke the Ill1!nbers work. 

D::Jing asphalt parking lots vs. c:onc:t;ete - short tenn 
savings offset by long term maintenance - sale vs. lorq 
term ownership. 

Selling anch= pads rather than leasing them arrl 
incorporating them into overall financing package. 

Starting conshuction on a retail center without the 
anchor tenant. Inevitably they take twice as long as 
originally planned. 

Tenant mix arrl leasing 

Not staggering lease teJ:;ms in order to diversify mrket 
risks. 

Taking high rent "=n and pop" deals vs. lower rent 
national =edit deals - a healthy balance is needed. 

Usin::f a relationship with a retailer to force hlro. into 
a location in which he will not l::e successful. 

Litigation is expensive arrl time consuming. Co not 
overstate the facts. Juries are sympathetic to 
tenants. 
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INIXJSTRIAL: 

Sell high finish R&D space; the loss to lease up and 
:refit =ts takes longer and costs more than youf, 
project. 

A soft office mn:l<at llvacts rates on R&D market. 

lkln't cap CAM or tax charges, stay with triple net 

No =edit, no deal 

Limit free rent to W-15% or less 

Two-story R&D doesn't work. 

r:on•t overt:>orrow based on high rents. 

On JV deals, watch the ODL clauses, loss should be 
prorata, don't cawn: % partners losses. 
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MARK PALMER 

Strategy 

Failing to sell enough product (treating every good project 
as a long-term hold) 
Failing to retain significant cash to truly capitalize on 
excellent buying opportunities now that the market is bad 
Retaining a "pure" development-orientation as opposed to fee
business especially with respect to development. 
Confusing quality with image; and focusing on high-end 
projects when the market demand had shifted to middle-income 
or price-sensitive centers, e.g., with discount anchors. 
Failure to stagger lease terms so as to avoid all leases 
coming up for renewal at one time. 
Leasing to high-risk locals vs. national-credit tenants 
despite lower free rents. 
Failing to convert recourse shift early enough. 
Being too slow to drop rates in a declining market. 

Personnel 
Mediocre hires Which take forever to get rid of. 
Inadequate leasing bench strength (as strong agents leave for 
good markets, production is severely impacted). 
Bringing construction and architectural personnel in-house 
makes it difficult to "ratchet down" staff levels as 
development falls off. 

Administration and Overhead 
Long-term lease for current staffing levels signed at the top 
of the market. Felt justified because it was 100% TCC-owned 
building at the time. 
Inadequate controls over overhead-expenditure decisions. 
Failure to consolidate for efficiencies where possible across 
divisions, e.g., pool-typists, data processing input-person, 
shared computer network. 

Individual Projects 
Banking on future population growth for a retail center rather 
than e~isting rooftops. 
Selling the anchor pad, thereby losing control over the space 
if they go out (can be overcome by a right of re-purchase). 
Two-story retail. 
Closing on land on the basis of an anchor commitment which is 
not ironclad. 
Asphalt parking lots. 
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JrM BUCHANAN 

l. STRATEGY 

Observation: Office buildings, in relation to retail and 
industrial projects, have a very long product life cycle. The 
delivery time of an office building is realistically 15 to 24 
months from construction start and the midpoint of an 
optimistic spec lease-up is 24 to 40 months from construction 
start, depending on the size of the project. A lot can change 
in this time period. This dramatically exacerbates the 
unpredictability of two of the most volatile components of 
profitability: the loss-to-lease-up costs and yields {triple 
net rents}. 

A. Don't Be Too Greedy 

L Avoid personal liability 
particularly on land deals. 

like the plague, 

2. Do not inventory land at retail prices for future 
office buildings (a 20% incre~se in land prices is 
only a 2-3% increase in total project costs). 

3, When buying large pieces of land, even at wholesale 
prices, get an equity JV partner, or structure a 
deal with the landowner to minimize carry andjor be 
able to walk away without writing a large check. 

4. With existing office space to lease, it is better 
to miss that illusory lease deal than to launch an 
irretrievable office building prematurely. 

5. Do not start construction on a major high-rise 
without preleasing. Consider giving up some 
ownership to large tenants who take less desirable 
space early in the leasing program to build momentum 
and reduce risk. 

6. Do not lag a market decline in rental rates for 
signing leases. If rents are falling, address it 
quickly. The longer you wait, the more expensive 
it gets. 

7. Have an ongoing program of selective disposition of 
projects in strong markets. When the market is 
soft, there are no buyers. 

B. Focus Your Business 

1. Do fewer deals and do them better. 

2. You can make each project more profitable by having 
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more time to focus on it, as well as limiting growth 
of overhead (staff) by not going in too many 
directions at one time. 

c. credit Countq: 

l. Attach a real premium to credit deals. Don't get 
caught up in the euphoria over high rent deals and 
lose sight of the tenant's long term ability to meet 
its obligations. 

2. Be more sensitive to the timing and control of cash 
in deal structures. 

a. Some pertinent questions to ask are: 
- Whose money is at risk and for how long? 
- How long does the tenant have to be in 
business before you break even? 
- What is your opportunity cost for other 
deals, given that time frame? 

b. You can have a great deal on paper that assures 
you a superior return, or even a reimbursement; 
but is worthless if the other party doesn't 
have the ability to pay. 

D. Protect Yourself 

1. Be cautious about representations and warranties. 
The Deceptive Trade and Practices Act in the state 
of Texas gives buyers (tenants) a lot of ammunition 
when they are backed in a corner. 

2. Document any important discussions, requests, or 
understandings in writing. When a deal goes sour, 
memories become short and verbal conversations and 
meetings are forgotten. 

II. PERSONNEL 

A. Make cuts quickly once performance is determined not to 
be up to par. 

B. A "superstar" leasing agent is of greater value than an 
unlimited number of mediocre performers. 

c; Getting the best people in the top positions helps 
identify, attract and retain quality people throughout. 

D. Do not make new hires without considering how existing 
personnel may be more effectively utilized to achieve the 
desired result. 

E. Contract out as much work as is reasonably possible, 
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especially during a growth period. It is easier to fine 
tune the hiring and firing of contract people and usually 
involves substantially less management time while they 
are employed. 

F. If you have multiple office projects under construction 
simultaneously, with complicated on-going negotiations, 
it would be very beneficial to have a top-flight 
financial manager available to prepare reports and 
monitor performance. 

III. ADMINISTRATION AND OVERHEAD 

A. The need for timely, accurate and informative financial 
reports is significant, but, unfortunately, difficult to 
obtain. 

B. watch expenditures. Ask ourself, "Do I really need it?" 
Once you spend it, the ca.sh is gone. 

c. Adding staff adds costs and takes more time away from the 
projects at hand. It almost feeds on itself, creating 
more and more inefficiencies. 

IV. INDIVIDUAL PROJECTS 

A. Control the tendency to continue adding finishes; 
amenities to a project. A well located, functional and 
effectively marketed project doesn't need every bell and 
whistle. 

B. Make sure you provide adequate parking, as it can be 
expensive or impossible to add later, and can take your 
project out of the market on certain deals. 

c. Do not start construction of a high-rise thinking that 
will prevent other pending high-rises from getting 
financing, knowing that if all pending buildings were 
built, the market would be horrendous. 
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RICHARD HILL 

Per your request, listed below are things that I would do 
differently in a bad market: 

STRATEGY: 

1. When the market is hot and there are plenty of buyers, 
lenders, users; we should be more of merchant builders and 
sell more buildings. 

2. Do not worry about your land position when land is at an all 
time high. Wait till you are actually ready to build the 
building, Pay retail for your sites and inventory small 
amounts of land. 

J, Stick with credit even in a good market, and do not do a deal 
just because it's an expanding company that has good lines of 
finance. When the debt or the lines of finance have vanished 
the company is left with its true worth. 

4. Sell all the high finish buildings, keep the bulk warehouse 
and low finish buildings. Do not cross collateralize. On 
joint ventures be careful not to limit the liability of our 
joint venture partners. Do not agree to fund their deficits. 

5. Obtain as long as possible land loans, and building loans with 
no pre-payment payments. 

PERSONNEI,; 

Do not over staff and over hire! It is much easier to hire than 
fire. All construction and production personnel (i.e. land 
planners, tenant finish, site development, construction staff) 
should be contract labor other than one or two key employees. It 
is easier to let a contract employee go than a full time employee. 
Keep emphasis on leasing and property management -- service to the 
customer, Oo not indulge in the luxuries such as in-house 
advertising specialist, excess secretaries, etc. Do not over pay 
in a good market, because people do not understand when you try to 
reduce their wages to market conditions when the market turns bad. 
Use a lower base salary and more of a bonus program. 

ADMINISTRATION AND OVERHEAD: 

Keep overhead low! Run lean, you can't cut fast enough. watch 
long term leases with high rates entered into at the peak of your 
business. Do not get into long term contracts for leasing a 
vehicle or purchasing major equipment. 

INDIVIDUAL PROJECTS: 
areas. Do not build 
good. Think scared! 

stay away from unproven markets and fringe 
just because money is available and demand is 
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r r 
Sandy ' isrran, page J 

EKternal Forces - Financing (continued) 

Never finance long term assets (such as a large 
mixed-use lan::i tract, i.e. stonecreek) with short term 
debt. 

1-bve quickly Vlhen markets peak or a:re declining. D='t 
hesita.te to sell at a fair price today because you 
think you can get oore for it t=rrcw. 

One v1ay to stay financially healthy is to "sell too 
scx:>n". 

Don't deal with 2nd an::l 3rd tier lerrlers to save lf8%. 
When ti.lnes are t=gh, gocd relationships do help! 
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PAUL SILVERMAN 

In response to 
observations and 

1. strategy 

your March 
comments. 

cth memo ' have the following 

After operating for six years as a lone ranger the character 
of this organh;ation changed dramatically without having a 
strategy. I did not recognize that I was making this 
transition until after I had already done so and started 
surfacing the problems that came with it. When the market 
peaked, rents that we had projected would keep going up 
started to fall faster than I would admit because I was still 
trying to achieve the projected yields on a couple of 
projects. Because I did not admit that the market was moving 
against me, I didn't take the appropriate actions. I also 
acquired real estate for which I did not have a clear product 
identified. This basica.lly make me a speculator on two 
different acquisitions. I bought them thinking that they were 
good locations, money was available, and that in the long run 
I could figure out what we could do with them. In one 
particular situation, I consummated an acquisition against the 
best judgement of my senior partner (you), kept climbing over 
the ever-higher hurdles Which were placed in front of me in 
order to do so. Again, this was an acquisition based on gut 
reactions of knowing that the real estate was good and being 
too confident that I would easily come up with a solution. 

2. Personnel 

After making numerous mistakes, I have come to realize that 
this is the single most important issue in our business. 
Making the transition from a lone ranger to a manager has been 
absolutely the most difficult transition in my lite. By not 
wanting to face personnel issues and doing a poor job when I 
finally did, as well as being incredibly insensitive to the 
other people with whom I worked, I managed to somehow commit 
every personnel blunder known. These include: not listening, 
not hiring the right people, not continually interviewing to 
know what was available within the marketplace, sticking with 
people way too long, improperly supervising, improperly 
motivating, not communicating and failing to inspect the work. 
These are only a few of the highlights of the sins which I 
have committed in this area. 

3. Administration and Overhead 

Being fairly frugal, I don't think we have made too many 
mistakes in this particular area. The biggest error is 
failing to properly budget and account for expenditures. We 
basically did not know what, where and how we were spending 
our overhead dollars. At times, I think that some of the 



mistakes that I have made were failing to spend enough money 
in certain areas or at the proper time. I feel that a large 
part of our personnel problem has been due to having inferior 
quarters and in some cases not enough equipment to get the job 
done. 

4. Individual Projects 

There are five deals which were all done at the 
boom that I wish I could erase off of the board. 
that I made on each of those are as follows: 

height of the 
The mistakes 

Project A -This project was predicated on an adjacent project 
working which never did. This project also deviated from our 
normal economies of scale by being a small project and 
deviated from our normal formula by not being an anchored 
property. All in all, it has been a rather unrewarding 
project. 

Project B - Particular problems with this project include: 
way over-building the amount of spec space relative to the 
anchors, not having second and third anchors in place from day 
one, thinking that good architecture and materials would allow 
us to claim a premium rental rate in the market (it won't), 
and finally allowing the anchor tenant too much flexibility 
in the construction schedule and in the restrictive covenants. 
We didn't have the right people working the project until 
recently and we didn't bring our rates down to market fa.st 
enough. 

Project c- I way underestimated the difficulty in undertaking 
this project. We were not as thorough as we should have been 
in analyzing the existing leases in the project and failed to 
have a thorough plan designed and priced prior to com.~itting 
to the project. We also ha.d bad people working this project 
originally. 

Project D - I committed the error of buying something bec~use 
I thought that I might need it as opposed to having a 
definitive need at the time of purchase. 

Project E - Problems on this project were: buying this piece 
of real estate on bank debt when it should have been equity 
dollars, counting on people that failed me, not having an 
adequate plan, and buying too much. 

overall our projects have gotten bigger, more complicated and with 
smaller marglns, We ha.ve tried to do too many projects at one time 
without having a.dequate bench strength or manpower to cover the 
projects. The concept of putting one guy on one project from start 
to finish, not letting attention be diverted until it is finished 
is the best discipline tha.t we can have and it•s the one that I 
strayed the farthest from. When we get our problems sorted out, 
that is the model that I think works best in the long run in good 
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and bad markets. 

I hope this will be of some help to you. I really look forward to 
seeing how many of us have made the same mistakes and I hope that 
you will forward a copy of the compila;tion to those of us who 
unfortunately had the opportunity to contribute. 



PAUL BARKER 

1. strategy 

In the initial stages of our activity, the city was a rapidly 
growing market. To get involved and be competitive with the 
other developers, we had to reduce yield expectations, 
increase the amount of land, building and associated costs we 
were willing to pay to outbid other potential buyers and 
builders and to create better quality projects. This 
increased our risk and made us more susceptible to downturns. 
As we "stretched" for some of these projects, market 
conditions declined causing our pro formas to be substantially 
less favorable than we had anticipated. 

The strategic implication to our business is that we need to 
be very selective in choosing our projects and adhere to our 
yield and profitability requirements. Interest expenses, loss 
to lease-up, effective rents and other costs can fluctuate 
outside our control during the development process; therefore, 
we must be very careful in our initial decisions before we 
enter into a development project. 

We were fortunate to have made some capital transactions early 
on in the cycle when the market was hot and the other buyers 
were stretching to enter into a "growth" market. These 
capital transactions provided liquidity which allowed us to 
remain as an active participant when our market turned into 
a downward cycle. As a strategy implication, we should always 
have a portion of our real estate assets which we sell, joint 
venture, or refinance to provide liquidity in case the market 
turns into a less favorable posture. 

We became aware that others were encountering the same 
difficulties J.n the marketplace. Because of our capital 
transactions and the structuring of our- deals, we were in a 
better relative position in a difficult market, As a 
consequence, we were able to enter into new transactions that 
were more advantageous to us and help defray some of the 
problems the marketplace had created. Some opportunities came 
to us because we were recognized as stronger than other 
competitors; therefore, we were able to enter into new, less 
risky business or restructure existing ventures. We used this 
to defray some of the costs of decline in other sectors of 
the market. 

Another strategy lesson was to focus on several deals at tllc 
same time. As the market changed over a period of time, if 
we focused on one or two possible transactions and tlley did 
not come to fruition, the next round of opportunity was at a 
lower level. Therefore, what was a less attractive option 
earlier on became relatively very attractive as time passed. 
One of the mistakes we made was to focus on the "best" deals 
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---------------------------------------~~--

and, in effect, remove ourselves from the market for several 
months. If those deals did not close and we entered into a 
new round of negotiations, it would be at a lower level. In 
retrospect, we should have broadened our base earlier and 
negotiated more deals which would have enhanced the 
probability of a deal closing even if it was at a lower value 
than we anticipated. The time/value relationship may be far 
more important than any single aspect of a sale or capital 
transaction. 

2. Personnel 

In general, our personnel decisions did not relate to changes 
in the market conditions as rapidly a.s they should have. 
Everyone was busy and concentrating on their responsibilities 
rather than looking at the profitability of the specific 
direction we were heading in. As a consequence, we had many 
requests to increase staff in areas which might have been 
people-intensive but not profitable. We should have been 
focusing on changes in the marketplace and redeploying our 
personnel to react to the changes within the market. 

3. Administration and Overhead 

Many of the overhead and administrative decisions are made on 
a longer term basis and are not subject to immediate change. 
There are, however, places where cutbacks are possible. Our 
major mistake was to assume in our yearly budget and financial 
plans that last year's level of expenditure would be equaled 
or exceeded next year. '.l'his, in a sense, built in some 
discretionary spending which may not have been necessary had 
it been more closely analyzed. Each line item within our 
budget and financial plans should by analyzed independently 
to verify whether that expenditure is prudent under a "changed 
market" condition. 

4. Individual Projects 

The key to success in each individual project was the 
financial structure of that project. It was important to have 
joint venture partners, equity participating loans, or 
significant leasing or preleasing to buffer the project from 
variations in the market. Based upon our previous experience 
in our growth market, we anticipated the performance of our 
projects would improve month-by-month and year-by-year. This 
assumption proved invalid and, in some cases, the highest 
value period for a project may have been very early on in the 
cycle when we were holding it, waiting for it to "improve". 
As we held it, the costs increased and the value declined, 
thus reducing our profit significantly. We also found that 
it was very difficult to control costs in a softened market. 
Interest rates increased, free rent increased, leasing 
activity decreased, and tenant improvement and other costs 
increased. We need to build in more flexibility in our 
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budgets for these cost variations. Furthermore, we need to 
emphasize to all decision makers, construction managers, 
property managers, leasing agents and partners the high cost 
of passage of time to emphasize the importance of closing 
leases and other transactions quickly. 

In general, we found business to be more difficult and less 
fun; however, there still were many opportunities to structure 
sales, refinancings, or joint ventures. The challenge was to 
control our costs, make prudent business decisions in a 
difficult environment, and find new business or fee 
opportunities to offset some of the deterioration which 
occurred in some of our specific lines of business. 

Despite our down market, we have found that by being more 
astute, more careful and more knowledgeable about 
opportunities than our competitors, we can become market 
leaders in spite of the environment. 
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MIKE POLACHEK 

I. STRATEGY 

A. Inflexibility in site plan design 
B. Lack of aggressiveness 
c. Budgets too conservative 
D. Not establishing third-party fee management, leasing and 

construction services for tenant improvements 
E. Inability to secure financial partner for land 

acquisition of future shopping center sites 
F. Too many open-ended loans without considering interest 

rate hedges 
G. Not coming to closure on final site plan during option 

period 

II. PERSONNEL 

A. Not adequately checking prospective employees' background 
and references 

B. Lack of quarterly or semi-annual reviews 
c. Need to do more documentation during personnel critiques 
D. When interviewing, not evaluating how prospective 

employee will fit in with other members of the division 

III. ADMINISTRATIVE AND OVERHEAD 

A. Keep entire staff together; accounting should office with 
division rather than regional office 

B. Reduce office space requirement 
c. Do not frivolously hire 
D. Moderately priced office space requirements, hopefully 

within our projects 
E. Increase fee management business 
F. Better use of vendors, i.e. , attorneys, architects, 

engineers, etc. 

IV. INDIVIDUAL PROJECTS 

A. Not agreeing on workable site plan; two projects cost 
additional one-year carry 

B. Inability to secure construction loan prior to spending 
a great deal of money on plans, studies, etc. 

c. Too conservative on budgets 
D. Do not hold out for the last dollar on pad prices 
E. Not being tough enough with major tenant in forcing it 

to buy and improve its entire pro rata share of the 
development 



--------------------------------------------~-~~----~~~~~-

MARTY FARNSWORTH 

suffering through a bad market and watching the mistakes pop out 
is a learning experience that I am not sure is replicable. The 
financing strategy we made years ago, in retrospect, was obviously 
flawed. The combination of a good market, personal ego, strong 
credible partners, and the best name in the industry lead to a 
sense of invulnerability that is foolish in a volatile industry. 
I would like to think we wouldn't make the same mistakes again. 
Nevertheless, here they are: 

1. Strat&gy 

We determined, I believe correctly, that the way to make money 
in the industrial business is by controlling <1 continually 
larger base with ever increasing tenant control. By and 
large, we developed good projects and good locations with 
broad market coverage. When rental rates were high and land 
prices ever increasing, we were able to keep afloat. The bulk 
of this expansion was financed with open-ended, full recourse 
bank loans. When absorption slowed down, and rental rates 
dropped, the weakness in our financial strategy was revealed. 

We took on far more debt (and risk) than our ongoing cash flow 
and current liquidity could support. We should have patiently 
and assiduously courted joint venture partners to build the 
tenant base and then used our own resources to skim off the 
cream. 

3. Personnel 

A. You cannot afford not to hire the very best. 
B. The cost of being long suffering with an incapable 

employee or a capable employee in the wrong position is 
far more (for both the company and the employee) than the 
short term discomfort of having a tough evaluation or 
termination. The financial costs are less burdensome 
than the lower morale for the other employees and greater 
time commitments on the part of management. 

4. Administration and Overhead 

A. It is too easy to get accustomed to the luxury of valet 
services - construction managers, financial managers, 
financial controllers, etc. There may be some dollar 
savings (i.e. from construction management) but the lack 
of direct involvement on the part of the partner removes 
the partner from immediate familiarity with the numbers. 

B. Industrial divisions belong in the field near the 
tenants, the projects, the markets, and away from high 
rise rents. Being away from the projects removes 
property management, leasing, and partners from the 
market in which they are working. 



c. Tight control of cash flow forecast, project costs, 
tenant delinquencies, and leasing performance are vital. 

D. We have been too quick to approve buying word 
processing; computer equipment for everybody. Each 
secretary has a word processor/computer and a typewriter 
(including keyboard, screen, and printer). 

5. Individual Projects 

A. I had no business speculating on land when the division 
clearly had insufficient cash flow and net worth to bear 
the loss. 

B. In some of the projects we chose to be a jack-of-all
trades and master of none. That is, rather than seeking 
to diversify by having different product types available 
through different projects, we chose to diversify within 
each project. For example, Project A consists of 156,000 
s.f. - 100,000 s.f. is bulk warehouse, 13,000 s.f. is 
small multi-tenant, and 40,000 s.f. is somewhere in 
between. Project B is 113,000 s.f. - 36,000 s.f. of 
front loading warehouse, 21,000 s.f. of small incubator 
bays, and about 60,000 s.f. in between. By trying to 
diversify within each project, we were able neither to 
get the economies of scale nor the focus of deciding what 
the project should be and building accordingly. 

c. I have been too willing to justify expanding our 
portfolio for tenants who have expressed a desire to 
expand {in spite of poor credit). 



GEORGE L:IPPE 

Gary, mistakes :I have made include: 

1. STRATEGY 

Built for inventory, market share, tenant expansion when 
the project economics said no. Wrongly assuming that 
rents will go up as quickly as they went down andjor that 
inflation will carry rents up. 

"Make the deal" first then live with the economics later 
-- should have said no more often. 

Tried to hold out on premium rents too long while the 
general market was leading with concessions. 

Did not communicate to institutions and other ojs 
investors how bad a shape our market was in until it was 
too late. Could have gotten help earlier and probably 
preserved a better relationship. 

Should have gotten into third party management earlier 
while fees were higher and more plums available. 

Should have sold more buildings on a regular basis. 

Should have sold land. 

Should have had a war chest of cash. 

should have become a better, more capable, buyer of 
property. 

Should have done fewer three year deals and more S-7 
years in office and R&D buildings in particular. 

Should have started renewal discussions lS months prior 
to lease expiration. 

Should have stroked broker more. 

2. PERSONNEL 

Should have hiredjtrained higher quality property 
management people. 

More well rounded businessmen. 

Should have moved accounting to the field with partner 
oversight earlier. 
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Should have developed more bench strength across the 
board. 

Should have done formal business plans and evaluations 
sooner to communicate the "button down the hatches" 
strategy to everyone. 

Should have changed expectations of 
slower road to partner and need 
salesmanship skills. 

3. ADMINISTRATIVE/OVERHEAD 

leasing agents to 
for more super 

Should have changed the organization structure from a 
development office to a leasing and management office 
(i.e. replace some specialty skills that were no longer 
needed with more generalists, utility, jack-of-all-trades 
staff people). 

Gotten rid of all mediocre people and replaced with 
fewer, better paid superstars. 

Should have balanced overhead cost against marketing and
leasing tees only (no development fees). 

4. INDIVIDUAL PROJECTS 

Should not have built three phases of service center at 
one time. 

Should have slacked off on amenities in favor of more 
cost efficient functional products - lower price. 

The best 
itself. 
site and 

location is more important than the building 
The double whammy was building on a secondary 
loading up with amenities (frivolous cost), 

Need to be more gaudy on design, color and cosmetics and 
less staid, conservative and traditional - more curb 
appeal. 

Not enough parking for land coverage sake. 

Don't do expensive marketing brochures -put your money 
in the onsite "for lease" sign. 

Don't build an industrial park across from a federally 
subsidized HUD apartment project - security problems. 

Gary, these are only the ones T admit to. 
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BARRY HENRY 

I. S'I'RATEGY 

1. Proper assessment of market before starting project and 
proper assessment of return objectives, finance 
alternatives, hold period and exit strategies. 

2. Projects should be "proforma-ed" based on 90% occupancy, 
not 95%. 

3. Leasing assumptions should be driven by market, not 
proforma. 

4. Depending on inflation to "bail us out." 

s. Proper diligence on tenant credit. Free rent given to 
tenant with less than "AAA" rating is always bigger risk 
than perceived. 

6. Have a thorough understanding on renewals and on options, 
particularly on large square footage, because they always 
have a large impact upon value. 

7. Personal liability on ground leases on undeveloped land 
is ill-advised. 

8. Leaders not being objective or dispassionate about 
potential opportunity. 

9. A good market is the best time to institute cost controls 
and achieve operating efficiencies on projects, divisions 
and region. 

10. Not having more organized, more often and more specific 
focus on problems and planning, and leaders not changing 
course more often and rapidly enough. 

11. Delay in implementing corrective action 

continuing to pay debt service on non-recourse debt 
avoiding lenders because of "pride" 

12. say "no" more often to deals, people or whatever. 

13. "Brainstorm" deals more often as the fire drills occur. 

14. Failure of Division to truly run as a multi-faceted 
business. 

15. Not having developed more of a "sale" mentality - sell 
more projects. Need more of a semi-broker mentality on 
selling, fee business, etc. 
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Use a better balance 
especially where assets 

between 
might be 

owning and 
isolated. 

selling, 

17. Meet market early with rate reduction for good tenants 
instead of holding out, especially where projects are 
more isolated. 

18. Sell 100% and get out of 20%: or less equity positions if 
liability exists for starts on projects -- risk does not 
compare favorably with the potential return. 

19. Select markets early for concentration and focus energy 
there. 

Avoid the delusion that particular markets 
will improve" faster than they really will 
business accordingly (good defense). 

or "things 
and run 

21. Failure to overlook refinancing or sales opportunities 
to free up trapped equity. 

22. Failure to be more proactive in Portfolio; Asset 
Management. 

23, Not getting in 3rd Party and other operating side 
businesses that generate meaningful fee income more 
quickly and making it a solid part of our operations. 

24. Lender relations --marketing approach. 

25. 3rd Party - marketing approach. 

26. Early on and consistent program of tenant retention, 
expansions and renewals -- led by Partner -- make it his 
job. 

specific 
Pinnacle 

point focusjresponsibility 
and acquisitions. 

for Party/ 

28. Get into 3rd Party and other ways to earn fees 
acquisitions, dispositions, loan restructuring, etc. 

29, Broker relations 

30, No room for slop -- future not forgiving. 

II. PERSONNEL 

1. 'Perminate weak links and make the tough decisions 
quickly. 

2. Have enough strength and depth in finance; accounting/ 
reporting in order to have the collective brains and 
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information to properly run the business, plan and change 
course. 

3. Don't overhire during boom times because almost 
impossible to properly cut back to run business as if 
"starting new group." 

'· Bottom line objectives and performance 
essential; leasing agents, asset managers, 
need financial training and expertise. 

measures are 
and Partners 

5. Failure to have bench strength until too late in leasing 
ranks, asset management, finance, etc. 

6. Hire the right person -- critical to take the time, then 
train. 

7. Failure to hire people who have capability to "switch 
hit" or change focus to adapt to cycles. !''or example, 
a person moving to leasing from finance. 

III. ADMINISTRATION AND OVERHEAD 

l. Keep it simple. 

2. cut costs immediately if tenants don't realize it. 

3. Understanding of specific joint venture agreements, etc. 
by finance of Division Partners. For example, we wasted 
2 years of overhead costs that could/should have been 
billed back to the project/venture. Don't assume 
Partners and lenders are aware of or on top of financial 
agreements. 

'. Failure to appreciate that our business 
and overhead intensive than the past. 
as we did before. 

now is more labor 
We can't operate 

5. non•t pinch pennies to squander dollars -- focus on the 
dollars. 

6. Watch needless 
distractions. 

paperwork ond "special" needless 

Failure to 
Collections 

properly bill tenants for 
of raceivables -- more timely. 

escalations. 

8. Failure to recognize than being "in a ditch" creates more 
fire drills. 

9. Office, wherever possible, with low or no rent. Don't 
get locked into high rent just to finance next building. 
You're knocking your future for a building you will 
probably own 50% or less. 



IV. INDIVIDUAL PROJECTS 

1. Ego seems to sometimes stretch proforrnas. 

2. Raise equity from outside partners where risks are really 
shared. 

3. Sell! 

4. Don't assume that a project will exceed the market by 
10%; project should work at market or down to 10%. 

5. Never personally guarantee construction starts. 
(Affirmative covenants to JV partners.) 

6. Avoid being caught up in the build-build-build mentality 
without an anchor in place. 

7. Other Crow entities should be treated as third parties 
when buyingjselling or joint developing. 

8. Do proper sitework and engineering due diligence studies 
before closing on land. 

9. Having an anchor does not guarantee success; demographics 
can be too thin to support speculative tenants. 

10. Spend too much on quality where, in certain markets, it 
is not appreciated or paid for, and vice-versa. 

11. Don't count on your development to change the fabric of 
the neighborhood. 

12. Don't build just because there is capital available to 
do so. 

13. Always get the opinions of the users and the market and 
people whose judgement you respect on your design and 
massing, etc., before you finalize it. 

14. While a project should not be built unless it is quality, 
do not overspend on certain kinds of quality elements 
that will not be appreciated in some types of markets. 

15. Do not rely entirely on consultants -- learn and study 
the details for yourself. 

16. Do not build a project based on market surveys done by 
outsiders --build from your sensitivity and familiarity 
with the market from being in it, or don't build at all. 

17. Generally, do not put an office building too close to 
industrial-type neighborhoods without a residential base. 
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18. Generally, do not build projects without a discernable 
"front door" and logical site plan. 

19. Try to build in submarkets that have <m identifiable 
growth-oriented tenant profile. 

20. Buildings must not only look good on the outside, but 
function well and efficiently from the inside. 

21. Buildings should be generally rectangular or modified 
rectangular in shape -- lending more efficiency and 
flexibility to the user. 

22. Buildings seem to work best, style-wise, that have a 
discernable bottom and top to the building forlll. 

23. Generally, dollars should be spent on finishes and 
attention to detail in common areas. 

24. Good landscaping is a must, 

25. Buildings should have real "people orientation" near the 
base of the building -- welcome them in -- outside, 
inside, landscape-wise, signagejgraphics, and in the 
plaza areas. 

Buildings 
technology 

should incorporate up-to-date 
and life-safety systems. 

building 

27. Buildings work/lease especially well that are located in 
close proximity to clusters of larger corporate users who 
continuously have demand. 

28. Build the right floor size! 

29. Don't "try too hard" or be "trendy" in design. 

30. Don't under-elevator a building. 

31. Don't make a decision to build a project just because 
"demographics" as we typically know them indicate growth. 
For example, outlying towns in this area all have great 
demographics for retail or residential or maybe 
industrial, but office buildings do not want to be there 
unless it's a special circumstance. 

32. Build a project that is "truly special" in nature, or 
don't build. Nothing's worse than building a building 
that "is just another building on another freeway in 
another city." It 1 s interesting to note that when 
looking at the office building market in any city or 
submarket within that city during the construction of a 
generation of buildings of approximately 4-6 new projects 
(typical) that there is always one or possible two of 
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those buildings that are "special" and more successful 
than others. They are usually so special that they can 
almost lease themselves. Several factors have added this 
"special nature" to them: 

Location (a special site access, topography, trees, 
water, etc. ) 

Design 

Superior or innovative technology 

Timing 

Price 

"Neighborhood" 

Amenities included in the project or nearby 

The existing tenant profile that will be in the 
building 

The tenant base that is the make-up of the area 

The strength of sponsorship of the 
(reputation, depth, capability, and 
orientation of the developer) 

project 
service 
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Mistakes ;; f<r VI-I-V 

gtJ:. jL 

\ ~~~ ~ 1.) Propa:r assessment of market before starting project .s..!lii 
[\\_IJ'" \J";t,~ proper aseessment of retul:'n objectives, finance 

; \ .~~ _ .) alternatives, hold period and e~it strategies. 

\J~ Projects should be 11 proforrna-ed" based on SlOt 
occupancy, not 95%, 

3,) Leasing- assulllpt.l.ons should be d:r:iven by market, not 
proforma. 

4.) Depending on inflation to "bail us out. 11 

5.) Proper diligence on tenant credit. Free rent given to 
tenant with less than "AAA" rating is always bigger 
risK than perceived. 

6.) . Have a thorough understandinq on renewals 
options, particularly on large square footage, 
they always have a large impact upon value. 

and on 
because 

7.) Personal liability on grounli leases on unlievsloped. 
land. 

8 • ) 

8 • ) 

10. ) 

Leaders not being objective or dis!)assionate about 
potential opportunity •. 

11. good market is the best time to institute cost 
control and achieve operating efficiencies on projects, 
divisions and region. 

Not having more organized, more often and. more specific 
focus on problems and planning and leaders not changing 
course more often and rapidly enough. 

11.) Delay in implementing corrective action 

continuing to pay debt service on non-recourse 
debt, 

avoiding lenders because of 11pride." 

• 
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12.) Say "no" more often to deals, people or whatever. 

1~.) "Brainstorm" deals more often as the fire drills occur. 

14.) Fail.ure of Diviliion to truly run as a multi-faceted 
business. 

15,) Not having developed more of a ''sale" mentality - sell 
more projects. Need more of a seroi-broker mentality 
on selling, fee business, etc, 

16.) 

l7.) 

18.) 

Use a better balance between 
especially Where assets might be 

owninq and 
isolated. 

selling, 

Meet market early with rate reductions for good tenants 
instead of holding out, especially where projeots are 
more isolated (Greenhill). 

Sell lOO% and get out of 20% or less equity positions 
if liability exists for starts on prolects -- risk does 
not compare favorably with the potent al return. 

l9.) select markets early for concentration and focus energy 
there. 

20. ) 

21.) 

Avoid the donusion that particular markets or llthings 
will improve'! faster than they reai.ly will -- and run 
business accordingly (good defense) , 

Failure to overlook refinancing or sales opportunities 
to free up trapped equity, 

22,) Failure to be more proactive in Portfolio/ASset 
Management. 

2 3. ) Not getting in 3rd Party and other operating side 
businesses that genel:'al meaningful fee income more 
quickly and making it a solid part of our operations. 

24.) Lender relations --marketing approach. 

25.) 3rd Party-- marketing approach. 

2 6. ) 

27.) 

Early on and consistent program of tenant retention, 
expansions and renewals -- led by Pattner -- make it 
his job, 

Specific point 
Party/Pinnacle ~ 

focus;responsibility 
acq"J.isi tions. 
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Rob Farrell, page 3 

Get into Jrd Party other ways to earn 
acquisitions, dispositions, loan restructuring, 

fees-
etc. 

29.) Broker relations 

30.) No room for slop~~ future not forgiving. 

!I. PERSONNEL 

L) Terminate weak links and il\ake the tough decisions 
quickly. 

5.) 

Have enough strength and depth in 
financa;accounting/reporting in order to have the 
collective brains and information to properly run the 
business, plan and chanqe course. 

Don It cverhire during boom times because almost 
impossible to properly cut back to run business as if 
11 startinq new group.'' 

Bottom line objectives and performance measures are 
essential; leasing' agents, asset managers, and 
Partners need financial training and expertise. 

Failure to have banch strength until too late in 
leasing ranks, asset management, finance, etc. 

6.) Hire the right person -- critical to take the time, 
then train. 

7.) Failure to hire people who have capability to 11 switch 
hit" or change focus to adapt to cycles. For example, 
chuck Andmrson to leasing from finance. 

III. ADMINISTRATION AND OVERHEAD 

L) 

' . ) 
J • ) 

Keep it simple. 

cut costs immediately if tenants don't realize it. 

Understanding of specific joint venture agreements, 
etc, by finance or Division Partners. For example, we 
wasted 2 years of overhead costs that could/should have 
been billed back to the project/venture. Don't assmne 
Partners and lenders are aware of or on top of 
financial agreements. 



( ( 

4.) Failure to appreoiate that our bUsiness now is more 
labor anQ. overheact intensive than the past. we can't 
operate as we dici before. 

~.) Don't pinch pennies to squanQor dollars ~- focus on the 
dollars. 

6,) Watch needless paperwork and "special" needless 
distractions. 

7.) 

s.) 

Failure to properly bill tenants for escalations. 
Collectiohs of receivables -- more tilllely. 

Failure to recognize that' being "in a ditch" creates 
more fire drills. 

9,) Office, wherever possible, with low or no rent. 

IV, INQIVIDO'AL l?~O,T,ECTS 

l.) Ego seems to someti~es stretch proformas. 

2.) Raise equity from outside partners where risks are 
really shared. 

3. ) 

4 • ) 

5. ) 

6 • ) 

7. ) 

s. ) 

' . ) 

10.) 

Sali! 

Don't assume that a project will exceed the market by 
10%: project should work at rnarll;at or down to 10'k 
(Texas Commerce and Creenhil1) , 

Never personally guarantee construction starts. 

Avoid being caught up in the bui1d~bui1d-build 
mentality without an anchor in place (courtyard). 

Other Crow entities should be treated as third parties 
when buying;selling or joint developing (Westchester). 

Do proper sitewor~ and engineering due diligence 
studies before closing on land (Burle~on). 

Having an anchor does not guarantee success; 
demographics can be too thin to support speculative 
tenants {Westside). 

Spend too much on ~~ality where, in certain markets, it 
is ~ appreciated ~ paid for, ~ vice-versa. 
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11.) Don't count on your development to chan~e the faDric of 
the neighborhood. 

12,) Don't buill:l just booausa there is capital available to 
do SO• 

13.) Always get the opinions of the users and the market and 
people whose judgement you respect on your design and 
massing, etc,, pefore you finalize it. 

14.) While a project should hot be built unless it is 
quality, c1o not overspend on certain kinds of quality 
elements-that will not be appreciated in some types of 
markets. 

15.) Do not rely entirely on consultants -- learn ani:\ st\l.dy 
the details for yourself. 

16.) Do not build a project based on market surveys done by 
outsiders build from ~ sensitivity and 
familiarity with the market from being in it, or don't 
build at all. 

17.) Generally, do not put an office building too close to 
industrial-type neigh~orhoods without a residential 
Pass. 

lS.) 

19.) 

2 0. ) 

21.) 

22.) 

Generally, do not ~uild projects without a discernatlle 
"front dool:'" and logical site plan. 

Try to ~uild in submarkets that have an identifiable 
growth-oriented tenant profile. 

BUildings must not onlj>' look good on the outside, but 
function well and efficiently from the inside. 

Building".s should be generally rectangular or modified 
rectangular in shape -~ lending more efficiency atld 
fle~ibility to the user. 

Buili:iinqs seem to work best, style-wise, that hav(l a 
l:iiscernable bottom and top to the building form. 

23.) Generally, dollars should be spent on finishes and 
attention to detail in common areas. 

24.) Good landscaping is a must. 

25. ) Buildings should have real "people orientation" near 
the base of the building -- welcome them in-
outside, inside, landscape-wise, signagejgraphics, and 
in the plaza areas. 
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26. ) 

27. ) 

( ( 

Buildings 
technology 

Rob Farrell, page 6 

should incorporate up-to-date 
and life-safety systems. 

building 

Building-s workjlease especiallY well 
in close pro~imity to clusters of 
users who continuously have Qemand. 

that are located 
larger corporate 

za.) Build the ri~ht floor size! 

29,) Don't "t1:y too hard" or be '1trenciy" in design. 

30.) Don't under-elevator a building. 

31. ) Don't make a decision to builci a project just because 
11demographies 11 as we typically know them indicate 
growth, 1or example, Grand Prairie, Mesquite, Garland, 
Da. Soto, parts of san Antonio, etc., all have great 
demographics fQr retail or residential or maybe 
industrial, but office buildings do not want to ba 
there unless it's a spQoial oi~oumstance. 

32.) Build a project that is "truly special" in nature, or 
don't build. Nothing's worse than builcling a builcling 
that "is lust anothe:t:" building on another freeway in 
another c ty," It's interestin~ to note that when 
lookil'l<;t at the office building market in any city or 
submarket within that city during the construction of 
a generation of builclings of approximately 4-6 new 
projects (typical) that there is olways one or 
possibly two of those buildings that are "special" ancl 
more successful than others, They are usually so 
special that they can almost lease themselves, 
several factors have adcled this "special nature" to 
the)ll: 

-

Location (a 
trees, water, 

Design 

special 
etc.) 

site access, 

superior or innovative technology 

Timinq 

Price 

"NeighborhooO" 

topography, 

Amenities ineluded in the project or nearby 

~ The existing tenant profile that will be> in the 
building 
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The tenant base that is the make~up of the area 

The strength 
(reputation, 
orientation of 

of spot'lsorship of 
depth, capability, 
the d,eveloper) 

) 
\ 
I 

project 
service 
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Memorandum 

To DISTRIBUTION 

hom GARY SHAFER 

Oate· 3/27/89 

Sut>1e<:' "MISTAKES I'VE MADE" EXERCISE 

Thank you so much for supplying me with the information on the 
quote "Mistakes I've Made" request. While reviewing all of this 
information during my vacation in Vail, I realized that this was 
a first step in a four step exercise. The other steps are as 
follows: 

1. What did we do right? 

2. What were the influences that encouraged us to make the 
mistakes? 

3. Are there any universals, any axioms that could be 
applied to our business in good times and bad? 

Attached you will find some straw man proposals on steps 1 and 2 
above. I would appreciate it if you would check yes or no if you 
agree with each of the line items. Please take a pencil and 
delete, add to or critique any of the straw mans. 

Look forward to your replay ASAP. 

GS:jl 

cc Office of the Managing Partners 
Don Williams 
Trammell Crow 

DISTRIBUTION 

George Lippe 
Rob Farrell 
Marc Myers 
John Walsh 
Jim Buchanan 
Mark Palmer 
Mike Jaffe 
Robert Watson 
Marty Farn<.worth 
Mike Polachek 

Barry Henry 
Jim Hendricks 
Steve Meyer 
Sandy Gottesman 
Richard Hill 
Mike Birnbaum 
Paul Silverman 
Bill Rothacker 
Paul BarKer 
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TH!NGS WE DID RIGHT 

1. we consistently outperformed the market ~n all respects 
particularly in leasing and renewals. 

2. We did prepare for a market reversal: 

a. Raised $150 million plus of cash through 
sales and jv's - as a unit, Tnlmmell Crow 
Company Southwest was the last development 
company in the area to run out of cash, 

b. We did not take on P.L. debt on big deals 
(larger than $20 million). 

c. We joint ventured most m<tjor land positions 
and large projects. 

d. We just never expected or planned for a 
massive force majeure market shift. 

3. we did cut costs, removed marginal players and got into 
acquisitions in the Jrd party business but a little 
late. 

4. Most important, we had great people. We have held our 
line. Not a single man in the face of the most 
adverse circumstances to occasion our industry since 
the great depression, bucked and ran. While often we 
focus on what's wrong with TCC, we need to take pause 
and remember there are a hell-of-a-lot of people in 
this company made out of the "right stuff". 

' . Quite possibly. if we hqd not done the 
above. we c;:ould have lost the company. 

6. others? 

right things 



WHAT WERE THE CIRCUMSTANCE THAT !.fADE OUR ~!:[STAKES SEEM LIKE A 
"GOOD IDEA AT THE TIME" 

a. success lulled us into a sense of complacency )in some 
cases of almost feeling bulletproof). 

1. Everything worked - leasing, sales, values, 
zoning, etc. - we were on a roll. 

2. We had great, experienced people. 

3. We had liquidity. 

4. We had capital markets chasing us. There was 
an incredible supply of money. 

5. We felt that there was always a (back door) 
buyer for our projects. 

6. We let land andjor financing costs sometimes 
dictate what we developed. 

b. The company culture lionized growth and demanded that 
we be aggressive.-

G. 

d. 

1. "We are the number 1 developer", "most 
assets" 1 "most square feet" 1 "record leasing 
year" 1 "new offices", etc. 

2. "In the history of the world the seller is 
wrong". 

3. "In city X, we got 70% of market share but 
why did we miss the other 30%?" 

4. "We always carry a signific<~.nt inventory of 
space to provide expansion for our tenants 
and to keep pressure on the competition." 

5. "We buy land to frustrate the competition and 
to control our future."-

6. "If partner X can carry land, build big 
office buildings and two story service 
centers or fashion retail centers, why can't 
I"? 

Our compensation system demaded that we grow. 
pushed hard by our young people t•lho all 1-'anted 
share of the boom. \Ve let relationships 
objectivity. We didn't use tough love. 

In tlw euphoria of ,. hot 1narket, we tended to 
true mat:"ket fundamentals. \'le didn't have 
Pt:"Udently evillUate good information. Often our 
research was last week's leasing meeting. 

Ne 1vere 
"their" 
obscure 

lgnot:"e 
<~nd;or 

r.;a~-ket 
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(CONTINUED) 
WHAT WERE THE CIRCUMSTANCE THA'.P HADE OUR MIS'rAKES SEEM LIKE A 
"GOOD IDEA AT THE •riME" 

e. We let success lull us into high images and attendant 
high overhea.ds ( some costs vlere fixed like fancy 
offices with high rents), 

f. Pride kept us from cutting projects, debt, rents, and 
overhead in a timely manner (psychologists have proven 
that the human psyche will take enormous risks before 
it will admit to a loss - "press the bet on the last 
hole" - "hidden odds for the house in Vegas" - etc.). 

g. We tended to focus on great real estate while ignoring 
the storm clouds of overbuilding and increasing debt 
and overhead burdens. "If we didn't buy it, the 
competition would". 

h. We tended to drift away from direct contact with the 
market and became unduly influenced by our staff, the 
brokerage community and the press, all of whom have a 
tendency to be myopic. 

L We were lulled into a sense of security by the EVBS 
with its many trap doors (deferred F.I.T.; negative 
leverage debt; non-market determined cap rates; 
nonrecognition of sales costs and prepayment 
penalties). The EVBS is only a snapshot not a full 
length movie. 

j. The hot market kept us focused on the future (the next 
deal) while we often ignored prudent asset management. 

k. Others? 
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To: 

From: GARY SHAFER 

Date: 

Subject: 

Thank you so much for supplying me with the information on the 
quote "Mistakes I've Made" request. While reviewing all of this 
information during my vacation in Vail, I realized that this was 
a first step in a four step exercise. The other steps are as 
follows: 

1. What did we do right? 

2. What were the influences that encouraged us to make the 
mistakes? 

3. Are there any universals, any axioms that could be 
applied to our business in good times and bad? 

Attached you will find some straw man proposals on steps 1 and 2 
above. I would appreciate it if you would check yes or no if you 
agree with each of the line items. Please take a pencil and 
delete, add to or critique any of the straw mans. 

Look forward to your replay ASAP. 

GS: jl 

cc Office of the Managing Partners 
Don Williams 
Trammell Crow 

DISTRIBUTION 

George Lippe 
Rob Farrell 
Marc Myers 
John Walsh 
Jim Buchanan 
Mark Palmer 
Mike Jaffe 
Robert Watson 
Marty Fan1sworth 
Mike Polachek 

Barry Henry 
Jim Hendricks 
steve Meyer 
Sandy Gottesman 
Richard Hill 
l1ike Birnbaum 
Paul Silverman 
.Sill Rothacker 
Paul Barker 
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M3.rc MyerS'; page 1 

'filiNGS WE DID RIGHT 

L We consistently outperformed the market in all respects~ 
particularly in leasing and renewals. tL---

2. We did prepare for a market reversal; 

a. Raised $150 million plus of cash through 
sales and jv's - as a unit, Trammell Crow / 
Company Southwest was the last development 
company in the area to run out of cash. 

b, We did not take on P.L. debt on big deals / 
(larger than $20 million). V 

c. We joint ventured most major land positions / 
and large projects. 

d. We just never expected or planned for a 
massive force majeure market shift. 

3. We did cut costs, removed marginal players and got into 
acquisitions in the 3rd party business but a little 
late. 

<. 

'· 
'· 

Most important, we had great people. We have held our 
line. Not a single man in the face of the most 
adverse circumstances to occasion our industry since 
the great depression, bucked and ran. While often we 
focus on what 1 s wrong with TCC 1 we need to take pause 
and remember there are a hell-of-a-lot of people i:;. _ J 1-

this compan'(_ made o~f~~~2S__ !f~Uff". cr-1 (fJJ ,........~ v-->-"1 

Quite p~bi;. ~f we had not done the right things 
aboye. we could haye lost the company. 
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WHAT WERE THE CIRCUMSTANCE THAT MADE OUR MISTAKES SEEM LIKE A 
"GOOD IDEA AT THE TIME" 

a. success lulled us into a sense of complacency )in some 
cases of almost feeling bulletproof). 

1. Everything worked - leasing, sales, values, 
zoning, etc. -we were on a roll. 

2. We had great, experienced people. 

3. We had liquidity. 

4. We had capital markets chasing us. There was 
an incredible supply of money. 

5. We felt that there was always a (back door) 
buyer for our projects. 

6. We let land and/or financing costs sometimes 
dictate what we developed. 

b. The company culture lionized growth and demanded that 
we be aggressive. 

c. 

d. 

1. "We are the number 1 developer", "most 
assets", "most square feet", "record leasing 
year", "new offices", etc. 

2. "In the history of the world the seller is 
wrong". 

3. "In city X, we got 70% of market share but 
why did we miss the other 30%?" 

4. "We always carry a significant inventory of 
space to provide expansion for our tenants 
and to keep pressure on the competition." 

5. "We buy land to frustr;-~te the competition and 
to control our future." 

6. "If partner X can carry land, build big 
office buildings and two story service 
centers or fashion retail centers, why can't 
I"? 

Our compensation system demaded that we grow. 
pushed hard by our young people who all wanted 
share of the boom. We let relationships 
objectivity. We didn't use tough love. 

In the euphoria of a hot market, we tended to 
true market fundamentals. We didn't have 
prudently evaluate good i.nfot·mation. Often yGr 
~:esearch was last week's leasing meeting. / 

We were 
"their" 
obscure 

ignore 
and/or 
market 
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THINGS WE DID RIGHT 

L 

'· 

4. 

'· 

We consistently outperformed the market in all respects) 
particu_larly in leasing i).ll(l, reneWalS~ roOOC""\ <"W'-~"""'hi- ;_,d 
?m'-p<:.;.\·•"~' \ -
We did prepare for a market reversal: 

a. Raised $150 million plus of cash through 
sales and jv's - as a unit, Trammell Crow 
Company Southwest was the last development) 
company in the area to run out of cash. 

b. We did not take on P.L. debt on big deals/ 
(larger than $20 million). l C-!< ""'-~'"';;_ l 

c. We joint ventured most major land positions/ 
and large projects, 

d. We just never expected or planned; for a -\-e.-,~\-~1 
massive force majeure market shift .. ," 

We did cut costs, removed rr.arginal players and got into/ 
acquisitions in the 3rd party business but a little 
late. 

Most important, we had great people. We have held our 
line. Not a single man in the face of the most 
adverse circumstances to occasion our industry since 
the great depression, bucked and ran. While often we 
focus on what's wrong with Tee, we need to take pause 
and remember there are a hell-of-a-lot of people in/ 
this company made out of the "right stuff". V 

other-s? Vlc. d,cl. 

c_,;;_.' ,,.mer as \o~3 

;:,·.,y:,.ccl. vs. ~o 

''- '_. \ 

f C1 ·' 

' v..Jht...t LVO.S (.lj_'t-.f ~< 
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( John walsh, page 2 

WHAT WERE THE CIRCUMSTANCE THA'.P MliDE OUR lUSTAKES SEEM L!l\E A 
"GOOD IDEA AT THE 'riME" 

success lUlled us into a sense of complacency )in 
cases of almost feeling bulletproof). J 

1. Everything worked - leasing, sale/ values, 
zoning, etc. -we were on a roll. 7' 
We had great, experienced people. j 
We had liquidity. J 

2. 

some 

4. We had capital markets chasing us. There was) 
an incredible supply of money. 

5. We felt that there was always a (back door)/ 
buyer for our projects. ~ 

We let land andjor financing costs sometimes 
dictate what we developed, 

b. The company culture lionized growth and demomded that 
we be aggressive, 

c. 

d. 

1. "We are the number 1 developer", "most 
assets", "most square feet", "record leasing 
year", "new offices", etc. 

2. "In the history of the world the seller is 
wrong". ) 

'· "In city X, we got 70% of market share but 
why did we miss the other 30%?" ,/ 

4. "We always carry a significant inventory .of 
space to provide expansion for our tena~ts 
and to keep pressure on the competition. "J 

'. "We buy land to frustrate/the competition 
to control our future." ./ 

end 

'. carry land, build big 
and two story service 

retail centers, why can't 

"If partner X can 
office buildings 
cente~ or fashion 
I"? /

our compensation system demaded that we grow. 
pushed hard by our young people who all wanted 
share of the boom. We let relationships 
objectivity. We didn't USE' tough love . ./ 

In the euphoria of a hot market, we tended to 
true market fundamentals. We didn't hgye 
prudently evaluate good information.-.. -t5ften our 
research was last week's loasinq mGeting..,.-- .-w_,_-

We were 
"their" 
obscure 

ignore 
anct;oc 
market 
w.: ' ' 
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(CONTINUED) 
WHAT WERE THE CIRCUMSTANCE THAT MADE OUR MISTAKES SEEM LIKE A 
"GOOD IDEA AT TfiE TIME" 

e. 

f. 

g. 

h. 

i. 

j . 

k. 

We let success lUll us in~to high images and attendant 
high overheads ( some co s were fixed like fancy 
offices with high rents). 

Pride kept us from cutting projects, debt, rents, and 
overhead in a timely manner (psychologists have proven 
that the human psyche will take enormous risks before 
it will admit to a loss - "press the bet on the last 
hole" - "hidden odds for the house in Vegas" - etc.). >Jr; 
(')()·: 'o..\<"

1
" ten:~r,.,:.._ ''d(<:>o.r\"-'' -\--:>"' ,-,.,, ... ~ o-~<2..\i • 

We tended to focus on great real estate while ignoring 
the storm clouds of overbuilding and increasing debt 
and overhead burdens. "If we didn't buy it, the 
competition would". ''· r,?v ... ··,_i _, .. /,II t_Mr\ '·"» .\-'--.r ··~c. 
\?r,.,. c.-.,cte ,_,..,.:.~, 1e3'"'-' .t--. C<.Jrte<"<T~I'Y'"'.-<\<:.d: ~:u.,,,,.,,.. ... 

We tended to drl.ft away from dl.rect contact with the 
market and became unduly influenced by our staff, the 

"';;~~l0•a.n/the press, all of whom have a 

We were lulled into a sense of security by the EVES 
with its many trap doors {deferred F.I.T.; negative 
leverage debt; non-market determined cap rates; 
nonrecognition of sales costs and prepayment 
penalties). ~e EVES is only a snapshot not a full 
length movie. J 

The hot market kept us focused on the future (the next 
deal) while we often ignored prudent asset management. W "-
rj .• -, "o' ~e.e yt"oclc,-."' V""h\ ~ <>-l·""- ~.,,:, \a.r,jc -h ..., •• ~:; 
Others? 

b ~ ">Cci OA _5'-'..,. 

\-::-••:.... ol(" c.r ·-'-' • '>.C. 
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Steve Mayer, Page l 

THINGS WE DID RIGHT 

1. We consistently outperformed the market in 
particularly in leasing and renewals. 

all respects '( ~ '5 

-----
2. We did prepare for a market reversal: 

4. 

'· 

a. 

b. 

"· 
d. 

Raised $150 million plus of cash through 
sales and jv's - as a unit, Trammell Crow 
Company southwest was the last development 
company in the are<:~ to run out of cash. 

We did not take on P. L. debt on big deals 
(larger than $20 million). 

yrl 

yu 

We joint ventured most major land positions _ \( ~ '5 / ~ 
and large projects. 5w.J k....t.. ru 
We just never expected or planned for a ""'1-·~r::: 
massive force majeure market shift. y <;..- D " 

-"'V - ~· ,,__ ~""-'j 

We did cut costs, removed marginal players and got into 
acquisitions in the 3rd party business but a little "~d 
late. ' 

Most important, we had great people. We have held our 
line. Not a single man in the face of the most 
adverse circumstances to occasion our industry since 
the great depression, bucked and ran. While often we 
focus on what's wrong with TCC, we need to take pause 
and remember there are a hell-of-a-lot of people in 
this company made out of the "right stuff". 

Quite possibly, if we had not done the 
above. we could have lost the company. 

right things 

6. Others? 
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t 
Steve ~yer, Page 2 

WHAT WERE THE CIRCUMSTANCE THAT MADE OUR MISTAKES SEEM LIKE A 
"GOOD IDEA AT THE TIME" 

a. Success lulled us into a sense of complacency )in some 
cases of almost feeling bulletproof). 

1. Everything worked - leasing, sales, values, 
zoning, etc. - we were on a roll. 

2. We had great, experienced people. 

3. We had liquidity. 

4. We had capital markets chasing us. There was 
an incredible supply of money. 

5. We felt that there was always a (back door) 
buyer for our projects. 

6. We let land andjor financing costs sometimes 
dictate what we developed. 

b. The company culture lionized growth and demanded that 
we be aggressive. 

0. 

d-

1. "We are the number 1 developer", ''most 
assets", "most square feet" 1 "record leasing 
year", "new offices", etc. 

2. "In the history of the world the seller is 
wrong". 

3. "In city X, we got 70% of market share but 
why did we miss the other 30%?" 

4. "We always carry a significant inventory of 
space to provide expansion for our tenants 
and to keep pressure on the competition." 

5. "We buy land to frustrate_ the competition and 
to control our future." 

6. "If partner X can carry land, build big 
office buildings and two story service 
centers or fashion retail centers, why can't 
I"? 

Our compensation system demaded that we grow. 
pushed hard by our young people who all wanted 
share of the boom. We let relationships 
objectivity. We didn't use tough love. 

In the euphoria of a hot market, we tended to 
true market fundamentals. \1e didn't have 
prudently evaluate good information. Often our 
research was last week's leasing meeting. 

We were 
"their" 
obscure 

ignore 
andjor 
m<u·ket 
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Steve M2-yer, Page 3 

(CONTINUED) 
WHAT WERE THE CIRCUMSTANCE THAT MADE OUR MISTAKES SEEM LIKE A 
"GOOD IDEA AT THE TIME" 

e. 

f. 

g. 

h. 

i. 

j. 

k. 

We let success lull us into high images and attendant 
high overheads ( some costs were fixed like fancy 
offices with high rents). 

Pride kept us from cutting projects, debt, rents, and 
overhead in a timely manner (psychologists have proven 
that the human psyche will take enormous risks before 
it will admit to a loss - "press the bet on the last 
hole" - "hidden odds tor the house in Vegas" - etc.). 

We tended to focus on great real estate while ignoring 
the storm clouds of overbuilding and increasing debt 
and overhead burdens. "If we didn't buy it, the 
competition would". 

We tended to drift away from direct contact with the 
market and became unduly influenced by our staff, the 
brokerage community and the press 1 all of whom have a 
tendency to be myopic. 

We were lulled into a sense of security by the EVBS 
with its many trap doors (deferred F.I.T.: negative 
leverage debt; non-market determined cap rates; 
nonrecognition of sales costs and prepayment 
penalties). The EVBS is only a snapshot not a full 
length movie. 

The hot market kept us focused on the future (the next 
deal) while we often ignored prudent asset management. 

Others? 



l Trammell CrowCon~_ any 
Memorandum 

fo: Gary Shafer O!l<ce. 

From: Steve Ollice 

Data: Aprit 5, 1989 

Subtect: "MISTAKES I'VE MADE" EXERCISE 

I agree with all your straw man proposals except lh<lt 
when we joint ventured most of our major positions, W8 
could have given up equity for softer money and higher 
fees. Some univeral thoughts that r think would hold 
tr.ue in good and bad times a.re as follows' 

Ou;:- tenant base ~s our most important asset. 
The above aveJ:-ilge yields <~.nd the "fat" deals 
were made with existing long-term tenants, wh1ch 
atlowed us to sell these buildings and ra~se 

liquidity. 

High quality projects leased to quality tenants 
continue to demand a premium, even in the down 
market. People want to invest. in higher-end 
real estate; and are willing to pay a prernillrn 
to do so. 

If t.he building :ts leased, you can build it, 
finance it, sell it, et.c. Even if the yields on 
the pro-for-mas do not meet your- origu1a l 
pr-ojections, if your- building is leased, you 
have a var-iety of options. 
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l3irnbaum, Jaffe, Miller, page l 

THINGS WE DID RIGHT 

L We consistently outperformed the market in all respects 
particularly in leasing and renewals. 

2. We did prepare for a market reversal: 

a. Raised $150 million plus of cash through 
sales and jv's - as a unit, Trammell Crow 
Company Southwest was the last development 
company in the area to run out of cash. 

b. We did not take on P.L. debt on big deals 
(larger than $2o' million). 

We joint ventured most major land positions 
and large projects, 

oE<S 
' d. 

We just never expected or planned for a 
massive force majeure market shift. 

3. we did cut costs, removed marginal players and got into 
acquisitions in the 3rd party business but a little 
late. 

Most important, we had great people. We have held our 
line. Not a single man in the face of the most 
adverse circumstances to occasion our industry since 
the great depression, bucked and ran. While often we 
focus on what's wrong with TCC, we need to take pause 
and remember there are a hell-of-a-lot of people in 
this company IDade out of the "right stuff". 

Quite possibly. if we had not dgne the right things 
above. we could haye lost the company. 

6. Others? 

a. Kept our spirit 

b. Kept the team together 

c. Worked hard to have fun 

d. Worked offense and defense 

c. Continued to work to hire top notch people 

f. Got top notch controller 

g. Worked very hard on tenant relationships 

h. Put together team of professional street fighters 
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WHAT WERE THE CIRCUMSTANCE THAT MADE OUR MISTAKES SEEM LIKE A 
"GOOO IDEA AT THE TIME" 

~- success lulled us into a sense of complacency )in some 
cases of almost feeling bulletproof). 

b. 

c. 

d. 

1. Everything worked - leasing, sales, values, 
zoning, etc. -we were on a roll. 

2. We had great, experienced people, 

3. We had liquidity. 

4. We had capital markets chasing us. There was 
an incredible supply of money. 

s. We felt that there was always a (back door) 
buyer for our projects. 

6. We let land andjor financing costs sometimes 
dictate what we developed. 

The company culture lionized growth and demanded that 
we be aggressive. 

L 

'· 

"We are the number 1 developer", "most 
assets", "most square feet", "record leasing 
year", "new offices", etc. 

"In the history of the world the seller is 
wrong". 

"In city X, we got 70% of market share but 
why did we miss the other 30%:?" 

4. "We always carry a significant inventory of 
space to provide ex:pansion for our tenants 
and to keep pressure on the competition." 

5. "We buy land to frustrate the competition and 
to control our future." 

'· "If partner X can 
office buildings 
centers or fashion 

carry land, build big 
and two story service 

retail centers, why can't 
I"? 

Our compensation system demaded that we grow. 
pushed hard by our young people who all wanted 
share of the boom. We let relationships 
objectivity. We didn't use tough love. 

In the euphoria of a hot market, we tended to 
true market fundamentals. We didn't have 
prudently evaluate good information. Often our 
research was last week's lcasi.ng meeting. 

We were 
"their" 
obscure 

ignore 
and/or 
market 
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Birnb3.um, Jaf~, Miller, page 3 

(CONTINUED) 
WHAT WERE THE CIRCUMSTANCE THAT MADE OUR MISTAKES SEEM LIKE A 
"GOOD IDEA AT THE TIME'' 

e. We let success lull us into high images and attendant 
high overheads ( some costs were fixed like fancy 
offices vith high rents). 

f. Pride kept us from cutting projects, debt, rents, and 
overhead in a timely manner (psychologists have proven 
that the human psyche will take enormous risks before 
it vill admit to a loss - "press the bet on the last 
hole" - "hidden odds for the house in Vegas'' - etc.). 

g. We tended to focus on great real estate while ignoring 
the storm clouds of overbuilding and increasing debt 
and overhead burdens. "If we didn't buy it, the 
competition would". 

h. We tended to drift away from direct contact with the 
market and became unduly influenced by our staff, the 
brokerage COlttlllunity and the press, all Of whom have a 
tendency to be myopic. -

i. We were lulled into a sense of security by the EVBS 
with its many trap doors (deferred F. I. T. ; negative 
leverage debt; non-market determined cap rates; 
nonrecognition of sales costs and prepayment 
penalties). The EVBS is only a snapshot not a full 
length movie. 

jcFS j. The hot market kept us focused on the future (the next 
deal) while we often ignored prudent asset management. 

k. Others? 
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· TrammellCrowCo pany 
.-,~«. ""~--~-,-- ~~---- .••... ---~-----·-····-···' -·--·" '-"····--- -······ ·"-"" 

MEMORANDUM 

'{'0: Gary Shafer 

Mark Palmer 

April 24, 1989 

RE: "Mistakes made" memo response 

301 Cong1ess Av~nue 
Suite 1300 
P.O. Bax 2176 
Austin, Te);Os 78'168-2176 

51214!4-9900 

'I'he following 
made" memo with 

is an attempt to clarify my prior 
a few specific examples: 

"mistakes 

Failing to sell enough product. Narthpoint was a 30,000-
square-foot center which was unanchored and fully leased. 
Could easily have been sold for over $1.5 million profit in 
1987. Instead, tenants failed to renew or went out of 
business, and the center has gone back to the lender in 
1989. 

Approximately ten. retail centers were developed in 1984, 
1985, and 1986 with a deliberate effort to keep all lease 
terms at three years. Consequently, the majority of our 
tenants are up for renewal in the same down cycle. We have 
several centers where most of the tenants are up for 
renewal in the same year, and it has almost- been a 
collective bargaining effort to preserve the asset. 

!t took us at least a year to eliminate an in-house land 
development department, which had become redundant due to a 
greatly-reduced number of new projects. 

Signed a lease for our own TCC office in 301 Congress at 
$28 per-square-foot for five years. Deliberately took more 
space than we needed (banking on future growth). Now we 
are the only guys in the building not to have renegotiated 
our rent. 

Sold Tom Thumb their pad at Round Rock rather than leasing 
space to them. Six months after opening their store they 
have closed it. We now have an anchorless shopping center 
where we do not have total control over the release of the 
anchor space. 

Achieved 
instead 
pothole 
exceeded 

up-front construction savings 
of concrete for parking lots. 
repair costs over the first 
the savings. 

by using asphalt 
In most cases the 

several years have 

Developed the Market at Wells Branch in anticipation of 
future subdivision growth. The major homebuilder in the 
area, NPC, went into bankruptcy, and new housing growth 
completely stopped. The center is now very soft, despite 
having several major anchors, be~sed on lack of demographics 
in the are<~. 
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Mark Palrrer, page l 

THINGS WE DID RIGl!T 

we consistently outperformed the market in all respects 
particularly in leasing and renewals. 

2. We did prepare for a market reversal: 

Raised $150 million plus of cash through 
sales and jv's - as a unit, TrallUllell Crow 
Company southwest was the last development 
company in the area to run out of cash. 

b. We did not take on P.L. debt on big deals 
(larger than $20 million). 

c. We joint ventured most major land positions 
and large projects. 

c/d. We just never expected or planned for a 
massive force majeure market shift. 

We did cut costs, removed marginal players and got into 
acquisitions in the Jrd party business but a -l-i~ 
late. 

4. Most important, we had great people. We have held our 
line. Not a single man in the face of the most 
adverse circumstances to occasion our industry since 
the great depression, bucked and ran. While often we 
focus on what's wrong with TCC, we need to take pause 
and remember there are a hell-of-a-lot of people in 
this company made out of the "right stuff". 

5. Quite oossibly, if we had not done the right things 
above, we could have lost the company. 

6. Others? 
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WHAT WERE THE CIRCUMSTANCE THAT MADE OUR MISTAKES SEEM LIKE A 
"GOOD IDEA AT THE TIME" 

a. success lulled us into a sense of complacency )in some 
cases of almost feeling bulletproof). 

b. 

0. 

d. 

1. Everything worked - leasing, sales, values, 
zoning, etc. - we were on a roll. 

2. We had great, experienced people. 

3. We had liquidity, 

4. We had capital markets chasing us. There was 
an incredible supply of money, 

5. We felt that there was always a (back door) 
buyer for our projects. 

6. We let land andjor financing costs sometimes 
dictate what we developed. . / • ~ , f'· 

I. V/t ~ ~,·~ -.::~ c.-Py'._.._..._:,; ~ -"''-~ ~ -6{};,.....,-
The company culture lionized. growth a'nd demanded that ~ 
we be aggressive. Jdi'""' ~ 
1. "We are the number 1 developer", "most 

assets", "most square feet", "record leasing 
year", "new offices", etc. 

' . 
' . 
4 . 

' . 
6. 

"In the history of 
wrong". 

the world the seller is 

"In 
why 

city X, we 
did we miss 

got 70% of market share but 
the other 30%?" 

"We always carry a significant inventory of 
space to provide expansion for our tenants 
and to keep pressure on the competition." 

"We buy land to frustrate 
to control our future." 

the competition and 

"If partner X can 
office buildings 
centers or fashion 

carry land, build big 
and two story service 

retail centers, why can't 
I"? 

Our compensation system demaded that we grow. 
pushed hard by our young people who all wanted 
share of the boom. We let relationships 
objectivity. We didn't use tough love. 

In the euphoria of a hot market, we tended to 
true market fundamentals. We didn't have 
prudently evaluate good information. Often our 
research was last week's leasing meeting. 
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(CONTINUED) 
WHAT WERE THE CIRCUMSTANCE THAT MADE OUR MISTAKES SEEM LIKE A 
"GOOD IDEA AT THE TIME" 

f. 

g. 

h. 

i. 

We let success lull us into high images and attendant 
high overheads ( some costs were fixed like fancy 
offices with high rents). 

Pride kept us from cutting projects, debt, rents, and 
overhead in a timely manner (psychologists have proven 
that the human psyche will take enormous risks before 
it will admit to a loss - "press the bet on the last 
hole" - "hidden odds for the house in Vegas" - etc.). 

We tended to focus on great real estate while ignoring 
the storm clouds of overbuilding and increasing debt 
and overhead burdens. "If we didn't buy it, the 
competition would". 

We tended to drift away from direct contact with the 
market and became unduly influenced by our staff, the 
brokerage community and the press, all of whom have a 
tendency to be myopic. 

We were lulled into a sense of security by the EVBS 
with its many trap doors (deferred F.I.T.; negative 
leverage debt; non-market determined cap rates; 
nonrecognition of sales costs and prepayment 
penalties). The EVBS is only a snapshot not a full 
length movie. 

The hot market kept us focused on the future (the next 
deal) while we often ignored prudent asset management. 

Others? 
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Gary Shafer · 

Jim-~~~ 
1\pril 4, 1989 

Mistakes I've Made 

James 0. Suchoooo 
Clil'ision Panne1 

' 
TmmmolrCrow Company 
301.£Mgress Avanua 

110 1300 

5121474-9900 

--------------------------+---------------------
L 

2. 

Started construction of 301 
preE'{Ii)t SOuthland and Vantage 
high-rises. 

Congres mistakenly thinking we could 
ting financing on their planned 

sta:rt€d =nstnlction of 1\I:Ixn:etum int when .AJ:±oretum Plaza Q1e and 'IW:l 
-= only 60% leased, rather __ cr:c 85% lease:i, Throe years later the 
occupancy at Arb.:u:etum Plaza and 'fun finally :n;ached 90% and is ncm 
cJa..m. to 75%. 

3. Bought a piece of ckmntown at retail prices when our high-rise was 
only 20%: pmleased, rather than waiting to buy land when actually needed 
for pvxiuctian, which was ly t\\U years away, absolute test case, 

4. Had an opp:>rbmity to sell several projects in a hot nw:ket and only 
sold a half inte:r:est · one project. 

5. Spent approx:i!M.tely: $300,000 on plans for Stonec:ceek II to save t><elve 
v.eaks- on a p:>tent,fal construction start for IBM. The plans have been 
sitting on the shelf for four years. 

6. Spmt $350,000 on tenant finish for a ten year lease witll rents higher 
than profarna guarantee:i personal! y by the (Ml1er of a local accounting 
practice that had teen in business for eight to ten years. He paid 15 
months of operating expenses before he was faced with par:sonal 
bank:r:uptcy (this sans problffll occun:e:i several tines with different 
tenants). 

7. Kept adding leasing agents (up to siz) to help lease all the SJXIOO being 
built, rather than stretch the initial core group. The Last u..u new 
agents significantly increase::! IIffi11igEII'Eilt t.im9 without adding any real 
prr:ductivity. 

cc: &!~ Gottesnrm 
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THINGS WE DID RIGHT 

'· 

dfr-<' 4 • 

we consistently outperformed the market in all respects 
particularly in leasing and renewals. 

did prepare for a market reversal: 

Raised $150 million plus of cash through}fi~~-!:'J._~ 
sales and jv's - as a unit, Trammell Crow ,t,""'_,.;.,.._., 

a. 

Company Southwest wa:;; the last developmf?nt? 
company in the area to run out of cash. J ~ 

b. We did not take on P.L. debt on big deals} ;f-J-'J"...__._...tAy 
(larger than $20 million). 

c. 

d. 

We joint ventured most major 
and large projects. 

land 

We did cut costs, removed 
acquisitions in the Jrd 
late. 

marginal players and got into 
party business, .. s....e <:~ little 

L £,-..-...:Jj <{ ......_, ~ '""-"--"-

Most important, we had great people. We have held our 
line. Not a single man in the f<:~ce of the most 
adverse circumstances to occasion our industry since 
the great depression, bucked and ran. While often we 
focus on what's wrong with TCC, we need to take pause 
and remember there are a hell-of-a-lot of people in 
this company made out of the "right stuff". 

Ouite possibly. if we had not done the 
above. we could have lost the company. 

right things 

6. Others? 
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WHAT WERE THE CIRCUMSTANCE THAT ~lADE OUR MISTAKES SEEM LIKE A 
"GOOD IDEA AT THE TIME" 

a. success lulled us into a sense of complacency )in some 
cases of almost feeling bulletproof). 

b. 

Everything worked - leasing, sales, values~ 
zoning, e~e were, on~.oll.. ., J" of;, ~~-

£~~reat, exp';;r~ peopl~.:r:;;f~:~,--~~-: __ 
I_ :~'":•""' M.f-4\ ... ....,.,..,.~~·...,..,. 

We had liquidity. -IIA ,;., Ji ~ ,6d -t£ ;n-1<_/i-.. ---~"'j}.;:f.c.¥- -·--···. 
- we t;rv.U"~'{--..-+'"" -1--t;;w_ r--,... 1· 

> ' . 
' . 
'. We had capital markets chasing us. There was 

an incredible supply of money. -?"--" 

5. we felt that there was always a (back door) . . ' buyer for our proJects. - '6"..- . _ ~ i'"'". 

6. We let land and/or financing costs sometimes)-~a~ 
7. #,c~~::I .. :1'~~ ::L~r~~~e~tN ~ -t<-c. ~,"' -~~-~~ 

The company <:ulture l~onized growth and demanded that)@hlc~?e 1:£) 
we be aggress~ve. 

'$1 
~~~ 

1. "We are the number 1 developer", "rnos 
assets", "most square feet'', "record leasing *"* s-lv-·-;l'r ,....,...._. 

":-::c:~~-~-'·-~c::"cn:"_~~~-~o~f~f=>:·.;c:e:e;•:•c,;;•:t~c::·:::;:--;;::-:•";;:;::;:;:::. 
2. "In the history of the world the sell~~ iSJ~* 51,·--h~ 
'-.._ ___ w""r'o'nooeL"C·c. .. --------------------- ----~ 

{..-"1~3. -"In city X, we got 70% of market share but 

> :fhY did we miss the qthe_r 30%?" c "'~·tw.-~--tLJ-.-~f,? 
'~)(, ~~[>~1£..-d, ,_.._,__,_<_.--:..r,n~,;,_•+w-'< 0...,~..1~. 

c. 

d. 

/ 4. "We always carry a signi icant inventory of ~ ? 

/ 5. 

space to provide expansion for our tenants 
and to keeP. pr_..f!.ssure on the ,cornp?ti_!:~_~m." " 
" ,;_. k...w ~ ""' -<--4 i-"' ..... ---6 ·ttv iL-uf _,..*'~·---.-.·a "_...__. 

"We buy land to frustr_ate the competition and 
to control our future. 'L . , _.1- , , b " 

,, ~""' ,1..-. .... ,.t:;;...J u...""""" ~ "" ........,~ ~ •'l<J-.~ .,u...-<, 

"If partner X can Darry land, build big 
office buildings and two story service 
centers or fashion retail centers, why can't , 1_.j-ko.~'-. 
I"? ,------ ____.,. ,w-<'-'"'-

our compensation system demaded that we grow. We were 
pushed hard by our young people who all wanted .-'"their" 
share of the boom. We let relationships J\obscure r 1,,--''?, 
objectivity. We didn't use tough love. . , • ' ~ •'' ,:;,.-1 

- •" __,.,'j·~ ,._._."'\·'"' -(v• ~"'').~~ 
• ~ 1;- >' ' In the euphoria of a !JOt market, we tended to 1.gnore v•- ,J · 

true market fundamentals. We didn't have and/or, ~.l,~~;t-,_1:" 
prudently evaluate good infonnation. Often our market/ \<"·"{.....-,~~Ul-::1. ~--

h l t ,,, 1 ' • / ·-~ l ,. researc was as wee" s ·''•lSlng meet1ng. ~~ • ,., J"'· 
I . •":.:> 

' ' ~,, +,., <'- - •• .--' 
• • _,-,, ______ . __ , 
' 

' 
- '.! ·: -h<"l>:. 

__ ,: . .-..,_,«•< ·-'''" 
' ' I ,·,.._-. Ul ~,__._.L,, ~~"" -"~'""~t ' . 
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(CONTINUED) 
WHAT WERE THE CIRCUMSTANCE 'l'HAT MADE OUR MISTAKES SEEM LIKE A 
"GOOD IDEA AT THE TIME" 

e. We let success lull us into high images and attendant) ~,_LJ 
high overheads ( some costs were fixed like fancy d 
offices with high rents). ... fA/; ,p.t-Jri" 

/ '1"" / '?"' ~ . ......-- '-"'"'-
f. Pride kept us from cutting projects, debt, rebts, <~.ndl 

,;_.;.:.Ai. .--overhead in a timely manner (psychologists have proven "'r' 
'%t that the human psyche will take enormous risks before, 1 

g. 

"· 

i. 

j . 

k. 

it will admit to a loss - "press the bet on the last1 

hole" - "hidden odds foJ: the house in Vegas" - etc.). 

We tended to focus on great real estate while ignoring) 
the storm cloudfl of overbuilding and increasing debt r 
and overhead burdens. "If we didn't buy it, the? 
competition would". 

We tended to drift away from direct contact with th~J._-"1~'-'- ~~ 
:market and became unduly influenced by our staff, the "\\ J. 
brokerage com:munity and the press, all of whom have 
tendency to be myopic. 

~~1 
We were lulled into a sense of security by the I EVB& .:fv ,._._J~ 
with its many trap doors (deferred F.I.T.; negatiVe ,..A_,),... (i• 

d ' ,...._,.._..-- ' leverage debt; non-market eterm~ned cap rates; £,.( Mf~f- · 
nonrecognition of sales costs and prepayment Mr-.;.f-.1-. 
penal tie&}-.-- -·The- EVBS is only a snapshot not a full r 
le~_:_:movie. 

\ 
The hot market kept u.s focused on the future (the next \ _ -) _ 
deal) while we often ~gnored prudent asset management. _j -~ 

.~ 

" ' . ' .,,:(,_"'"""::.. ....... ~ . .; 
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Sub:ecl: 

Gary Shafer j 
Richard Hilly-/ 

April 25, 1989 

Qllice 

OIIJGC. 

Mistakes We Made in Austin Industrial 

------------------------------------------------------------------
In receipt of your memo dated March 27, 1989, the following are 
mistakes that we have made in the Austin Industrial division: 

1. TWO story R ~ D buildings - competed with office market 
<!lld blind-sided our absorption/market inforrnati.on. 

2. Too much land inventory. 

3. R & D building, too deep (greater than or equal to 
100') and not enough per-imeter glass. 

4. Free rent and concessions to tenants with poor credit 
in advance. 

5. Excessive tenant finish dollars. 

6. Not enough parking to turn bulk warehouse into a 
manufacturing building. 

7. Focus on development in lieu of the customer. 

8. saved $1.00 per square foot for foundation preparation 
and cost $4.00 per square foot down the road. 

9. Pursuit/(time and dollars) of bad land and lease deals. 

Gary, if I can provide you with any further information, please 
call. Thank you. 

cc: Sandy Gottesman 



ROBERT WATSON 

In response to your request, I have thought about and submit to you 
the list of actions or omissions which caused us much of the 
problems we face today. Of course, any one of these is serious, 
but added together and placed in an atmosphere where our economics 
basically were halved, the result was catastrophic. The following 
situations stick out in my mind: 

H. 

III. 

v. 

VL 

VII. 

We did not run our business as a business. We operated 
as if our business was made of discrete events with 
little bearing on each other. We did not really pay 
attention to aggregate levels of personal liability debt. 
We did not study our existing assets to see what should 
be sold, kept, or reworked until too late. We didn't 
know where we made money or how we made money. If we 
had more business discipline we would not be where we 
are toda.y. 

We let our borrowing ability get the better of us. We 
covered up our mistakes for at least two years because 
we could borrow more money. If we would have had to face 
up to the problem earlier, we probably would not have 

a. had the magnitude of loss we have 
experienced, or 

b. done more deals with our cash instead of 
using it to retire debt. 

We pushed too hard on two deals with spec space because 
we were feeling our oats. This is the face of market 
information telling us that much competitive space was 
coming on the market. 

We bought land for retail development with leverage and 
without major tenants in hand. 

We made a bet that the market would come back in 3 years 
and tried to bottom fish. When you don't have staying 
power and the market stays bad, you turn into the fish. 

We made a bet thaT. there is a reasonable sale market at 
all times in any market. We have found that just when 
you most need to sell there is no market. 

I was timid in handling personnel. We are still 
suffering from not having upgraded the leadership in all 
our divisions when times were good. In tough times you 
need your best people. 

' 



VIII. 

IX. 

X. 

n. 

We did not narrow our focus even when we knew times were 
getting worse. Basically, we continued business as 
usuaL This was partly due to the distraction of the 
combination, but more likely was due to a lack of the 
maturity necessary as an organization to draw back and 
review the situation with a discerning eye and gain 
control of our direction. 

We did not realize that people and institutions cannot 
be expected to predictably act as they have in the past. 
Competitors, customers, lenders, vendors and your own 
organization all act in strange ways which exacerbates 
all of your problems. 

Without question our perceived need to keep busy 
(working, deals, leases, etc. ) caused us to spend and 
commit unnecessarily. We would have been far better off 
to have played golf on some days rather than doing a 
deal. 

And finally, it is dangerous to listen to your Regional 
Partner. I remember one who got me to buy 6 acres of 
expansion land so that a competitor couldn't capitalize 
on our ~future success". 

Gary, I know that we have made other errors and omissions, but if 
we had done better on these we would have been far better off than 
we are today. As we go forward, I have pledged to bring myself and 
the people I work with to a heightened state of business 
leadership. By enforced market pressures, events and effort we are 
more mature and seasoned. It has been and continues to be an 
expensive education but one which will bear fruit in the future. 

Please share these thoughts as you see fit. 
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Robert \'Iatson, Page 1 

THINGS WE DID RIGHT 

L We consistently outperformed the market in all 
particularly in leasing and rene~als. 

respects 

'/'' 
2. We did prepare for a market reversal: 

'· 

a. Raised $150 nlillion plus of cash through 
sales and jv's ·· as a unit, Trammell Crow ye.s 
cmupany Southwest was the last development 
company in the area to run out of cash. 

b. we did not take on P.L. debt on big deals '/<>;::exar~ f!to'>t-
(larger than $20 million). w; lj._ ~ow·...:r: 
We joint ventured most major land positions 'k.5 p..u._ ~ 
and large projects. J \ 

c. 

d. We just never expected or planned for a 
massive force majeure market shift. ~ T ~ {l-v:ttl...:,. 

~--v.......:o Wb-<1 w.- €.Jl>W"L 
We did cut costs, removed marginal players and got into l!.k. OlC ~ 
acquisitions in the Jrd party -business but a little l-ull '>L 
late. J U 

""'1 t.,;{-
Most important, we had great people. We have held our 
line. Not a single man in the face of the most 
adverse circumstances to occasion our industry since 
the great depression, bucked and ran. While often we 
focus on what's wrong with TCC, we need to take pause 
and remember there are a hell-of-a-lot of people in 
this company made out of the "right stuff". 

cr.:e;~ 

~ 
5. ouite possibly. if we had not done the right things 

aboye, we could have lost the company. 

6. Others? 

~- I.Vo w-.•i«d ~ <Lt Le,_f-<'1 -\1,_ Wornlt "1-l:o\v. 
pe..o,-k- up. L..~,:,.\ ";j"-N\--, ~d ~ 

f~~ o...k"' '-"'-1-.l. "-"'f"''t'-" """'-~ 
Oc..\"oo'-...v- M I lR-~ 

b. W"'N we. Jio "-n_,._ r·l.k""-o to -rce Wf___ 

~c.e..O ~M... T Oo 1\Jf:>T \'---'v\_6VJ' ~ o....l\l 

\~>t~MC(C \;.)~"\--<_ W<_ "--'-""- b"'<l: <i\m i~tt"t- · 
"'::J \/'\ or ""-'' \'<f'"'--Y-~h~ 1:i,_ ~c\-> \ 

"-~ v= I<M.cw-~ "'--\-- tL,__ tc"""" . 
c. w<e """vtil qooo 1'<-~'~ tyU_ 1 ,-t., tk f-t '""- ""-'- o.-(l 
~ <yAWJ.Jt" V" k · ~ . \,_":-""- ~h.. 0---
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lbbert Watson, Page 2 

WHAT WERE THE CIRCUMSTANCE THAT MADE OUR MISTAKES SEEM LIKE A 
"GOOD IDEA AT THE TIME" 

a. Success lulled us into a sense of complacency )in some 
cases of almost feeling bulletproof). 

1. Everything worked - leasing, sales, values, 
zoning, etc. - we were on a roll, 

2. We had great, experienced people, 

3. We had liquidity. 

4. We had capital markets chasing us. There was 
an incredible supply of money. 

5. We felt that there was always a (back door) 
buyer for our projects. 

6. We let land and/or financing costs sometimes 
dictate what we developed. 

b. The company culture lionized growth and demanded that 
we be aggressive. 

0. 

d. 

1. "We are the number 1 developer", "most 
assets", "most square feet", "record leasing 
year", "new offices", etc. 

2. "In the history of the world the seller is 
wrong". 

3. "In city X, we got 70% of market share but 
why did we miss the other 30%?" 

4. "We always carry a significant inventory of 
space to provide expansion for our tenants 
and to keep pressure on the competition." 

5. "We buy land to frustrate the competition and 
to control our future." 

6. "If partner X can carry land, build big 
office buildings and two story service 
centers or fashion retail centers, why can't 
I"? 

our compensation system dernaded that we grow. 
pushed hard by our young people who all wanted 
share of the boom. We let relationships 
objectivity. We didn't use tough love. 

In the euphoria of a hot market, we tended to 
true market fundamentals. We didn't have 
prudently evaluate good information. Often our 
research was last week's leasing meeting. 

We were 
"their" 
obscure 

igno~ee 

and/or 
market 
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Ibtert Watson, page J-

(CONTINUED) 
WHAT WERE THE CIRCUMSTANCE THAT MADE OUR MISTAKES SEEM LII<E A 
"GOOD IDEA AT THE TIME" 

e. We let success lull us into high images and attendEtnt 
high overheads ( some costs were fixed like fancy 
offices with high rents). 

f. Pride kept us from cutting projects, debt, rents, and 
overhead in a timely manner (psychologists have proven 
that the human psyche will take enormous risks before 
it will admit to a loss - "press the bet on the last 
hole" - "hidden odds for the house in Vegas" - etc.). 

g. We tended to focus on great real estate while ignoring 
the storm clouds of overbuilding and increasing debt 
and overhead burdens. "If we didn't buy it, the 
competition would". 

h. We tended to drift away from direct contact with the 
market and became unduly influenced by our staff, the 
brokerage community and the press, all of whom have a 
tendency to be myopic. 

i, We were lulled into a sense of security by the EVSS 
with its many trap doors (deferred F.X.T.; negative 
leverage debt; non-market determined cap rates; 
nonrecognition of sales costs and prepayment 
penalties). The EVBS is only a snapshot not a full 
length movie. 

j 0 The hot market kept us focused on the future (the next 
deal) while we often ignored prudent asset management. 

k. Others? 

L Ovr DI.A.:>"-' $uccc'<>S~l kill'·,1 !M-c:...fk.eds 
I e.. ~ e.~'s v..;,~ a. 5rvt.a...LL u..vu..D-V~~..~t-

'1, """""'"~' ""P'-"''""''-"- f'lo<OCo "'l--
<\._ tN... I A--hlf"L-~ t-se. "tU ~ V'l ~ Lv-cru-::. ~a.. wo... y.w..e* 
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Paul Silverman, Page 1 

THINGS WE DID RIGHT 

We consistently outperformed the market in all respects 
particularly in leasing and renewals. 

We did prepare for a market reversal: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

Raised $150 million plus of cash through 
sales and jv's - as a unit, Trammell Crow 
company Southwest was the last development 
company in the area to run out of cash. 

We did not take on P, L. debt on big deals 
(larger than $20 million). 

We joint ventured most major land positions 
and large projects. 

We just never expected or planned for a 
massive force majeure market shift. 

We did cut costs, removed marginal players and got into 
acquisitions in the Jrd party business but a little 
late. 

r t .. "e~Most important, we had great people. We have held our 
i line. Not a single man in the face of the most 
(~adverse circumstances to occasion our industry since 

the great depression, bucked and ran. While often we 
focus on what's wrong with TCC, we need to take pause 

... t. {or- 1 t,,._~and remember there 'Ire a hell-of-a-lot of people in 
. 0~S this company made out of the "right stuff". 

-<' . ,..) 
~>for'"' 

o. 

Oui te possibly. if we had not done the 
above, we could have lost the company. 

J'A "" ,.., tv £J' 

!-?"''if 
_lcj;~J 

11-- ( (., ._.,;'"' J 

JV-fi"Ht: f 

,.__o'" f 1 

right things 
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WHAT WERE THE CIRCUMSTANCE THAT MADE OUR MISTAKES SEEM LIKE A 
"GOOD IDEA AT THE TIME" 

a. success lulled us into a sense of complacency )in some 
cases of almost feeling bulletproof). 

-Everything worked - leasing, sales, 
zoning, etc. -we were on a roll. 

values, 

,..; 0 2. 

t(f-J 3. 

We had great, experienced people. 

We had liquidity. 

~4. We had capital markets chasing us. There was 
an incredible supply of money. 

'((:;.5. We felt that there was always a (back door) 
buyer for our projects. 

'· We let land andjor financing costs sometimes 
dictate what we developed. 

b. The company culture lionized growth and demanded that 
we be aggressive. 

"We are the number 1 --developer", "most 
assets", "most square feet", "record leasing 
year", "new offices", etc. 

y~f 2. "In the history of the world the seller is 
wrong". 

p 0 3. "In city X, we got 70% of market share but 
why did we miss the other 30%?" 

,JO c. 

4. "We always carry a significant inventory of 
space to provide expansion for our tenants 
and to keep pressure on the competition." 

"We buy land to frustrate the competition and 
to control our future." · 

"If partner X can 
office buildings 
centers or fashion 

carry land, build big 
and two story service 

retail centers, why can't 
I"? 

Our compensation system demaded that we grow. 
pushed hard by our young people who all wanted 
share of the boom. We let relationships 
objectivity. We didn't use tough love. 

In the euphoria of a hot market, we tended to 
true market fundamentals. We didn't have 
prudently evaluate good Information. Often our 
research was last week's leas1ng meeting. 

We were 
"their" 
obscure 

ignore 
andjor 
market 
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Paul Silverm'U1, Page 3 

(CONTINUED) 
WHAT WERE THE C1.RCUMSTANCE THAT MADE OUR MISTAKES SEEM LIKE A 
"GOOD IDEA AT THE TIME" 

tJO e. 

f. 

h. 

</c.' 
~ 

i. 

~~-
~J· 

·~k. 

We let success lull us into high images and attendant 
high overheads ( some costs were fixed like fancy 
offices with high rents). 

Pride kept us from cutting projects, debt, rents, and 
overhead in a timely manner (psychologists have proven 
that the human psyche will take enormous risks before 
it will admit to a loss - "press the bet on the last 
hole" - "hidden odds for the house in Vegas" - etc.). -

We tended to focus on great real estate while ignoring 
the storm clouds of overbuilding and increasing debt 
and overhead burdens. "If we didn't buy it, the 
cornpeti tion would". 

We tended to drift away from direct contact with the 
market and became unduly influenced by our staff, the 
brokerage community and the press, all of whom have a 
tendency to be myopic. 

We were lulled into a sense of security by the EVBS 
with its many trap doors (deferred F.I.T. 1 negative 
leverage debt1 non-market determined cap rates; 
nonrecognition of sales costs and prepayment 
penalties). The EVBS is only a snapshot not a full 
length movie. 

The hot market kept us focused on the future (the next 
deal) while we often ignored prudent asset management. 

Others? 

CpA",' }-
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Paul Barker, page l 

THINGS WE DID RIGHT 

We consistently outperformed the market in all respects 
particularly in leasing and renewals. 

We did prepare for a market reversal: 

a. 

b. 

Raised $150 million plus of cash through 
sales and jv's - as a unit, Trammell Crow 
Company Southwest was the last development 
company in the area to run out of cash. 

'{poK (!,.,( ~,,..,rt: 'l !'..£. 
We did not take on P. L. debt on big deals 
{larger than $20 million). 

c. We joint ventured most major land positions 
and large projects, 

d. We just never expected or planned for a 
massive force majeure market shift. 

3. We did cut costs, removed marginal players and got into 
acquisitions in the Jrd party business but a little 
late. V 

4. Most important, we had great people. We have held our 
line. Not a single man in the face of the most 
adverse circumstances to occasion our industry since 
the great depression, bucked and ran. While often we 
focus on what's wrong with TCC, we need to take pause 
and remember there are a hell-of-a-lot of people in 
this company made out of the "right stuff". V 

'· 'o~u~i~t~•;:•no~"="~'t'~b~l~v~.eo!'~'~=w~e~h~a~d~n~n~t~~d~n~o~e;tJtjh>e'-"'"'""""lt<-JtahLiun"ggs~ / aboye. we could haye lost the company. ~ 

6. Others? 

NO -
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WHAT WERE THE CIRCUMSTANCE THAT MADE OUR MISTAKES SEEM LIKE A 
"GOOD IDEA AT THE TIME" 

a. Success lulled us into a sense of complacency )in some 
cases of almost feeling bulletproof). 

b. 

'· 

Everything worked - leasing, sales, values, 
zoning, etc. - we were on a roll. 

We had great, experienced people. 

3. We had liquidity. 

' . We had capital markets chasing us. There was 
an incredible supply of money. 

5. We felt that there was always a (back door) 
buyer for cur projects. 

6. We let land and/or financing costs sometimes 
dictate what we developed. 

The company culture 
we be aggressive. 

lionized growth and demanded that / 

1. "We are the number 1 developer", "most 
assets", "most square feet", "record leasing 
year", "new offices", etc. 

2. "In the history of the world the seller is 
wrong". 

3. "In city X, we got 70% of market share but 
why did we miss the other 30%?" 

4. "We always carry a significant inventory of 
space to provide expansion for our tenants 
and to keep pressure on the competition." 

5. "We buy land to frustrate the competition and 
to control our future." · 

6. "If partner X can carry land, build big 
office buildings and two story service 
centers or fashion retail centers, why can't 
I"? 

c. our compensation system demaded that we grow. We were 
pushed hard by our young people who all wanted "their" 
share of the boom. We let relationships obscure 
objectivity. We didn't use tough love. V 

d. In the euphoria of a hot market, we tended to 
true market fundamentals. We didn't have 
prudently evaluate good information. Often our 
research was last week's leasing meeting. 

ignore 
andjor 
market 
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-(CONTINUED) 
WHAT WERE THE CIRCUMSTANCE THAT MADE OUR MISTAKES SEEM LIKE A 
"GOOD IDEA A'l' THE THIE" 

e. 

g. 

We let success lull us into high images and attendant ,_/ 
high overheads ( some costs were fixed like fancy 
offices with high rents). 

Pride kept us from cutting projects, debt, rents, and 
overhead in a timely manner (psychologists have proven ~ 
that the human psyche will take enormous risks before 
it will admit to a loss - "press the bet on the last 
hole" - "hidden odds for the house in Vegas" - etc.). 

We tended to focus on great real estate while ignoring / 
the storm clouds of overbuilding and increasing debt 
and overhead burdens. "If we didn't buy it, the 
competition would". 

h. We tended to drift away from direct contact with the 
market and became unduly influenced by our staff, the 
brokerage community and the press, all of whom have a 
tendency to be myopic. 

i. We were lulled into a sense of security by the EVBS 
with its many trap doors (deferred F.I.T.; negative 
leverage debt; non-market determined cap rates; 
nonrecognition of sales costs and prepayment 
penalties). The EVBS is only a snapshot not a full 
length movie. 

J. The hot market kept us focused on the future (the next / 
deal) while we often ignored prudent asset management. 

o,.k. others? 

L. 1H<t Pt<~~r tv<1. 

'('fll<NI(I iJ. ) !'(Iff ,/-1/#0,,.. 
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Mike Polacheck, Page ,l 

THlNGS WE D1D RIG!l'r 

1. We consistently outperformed the market in all respects 
particularly in leasing and renewals. 

2. We did prepare tor a market reversal: 

Raised $150 million plus of cash through 
sales and jv's - as a unit, Tra=ell Crow 
Company Southwest was the last development 
company in the area to run out of cash. 

'{s.j b. We did not take on P.L. debt on big deals 
(larger than $20 million). 

'l<o.S c. We joint ventured most major land positions 
and large projects. 

r-10 d. We just never expected or planned for a 
massive force majeure market Shift. 

YL-5 3. 

'(£5.. 4. 

'· 

We did cut costs, removed marginal players and got into 
acquisitions in the 3rd party business but a little 
late. 

Most important, we had great people. We have held our 
line. Not a single man in the face of the most 
adverse circumstances to occasion our industry since 
the great depression, bucked and ran. While often we 
focus on what's wrong with TCC, we need to take pause 
and remember there are a hell-of-a-lot of people in 
this company made out of the "right stuff". 

Quite possibly, if we bqd not done the right things 
above. we could have lost the company. 

6. Others? 
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Mike Polachek, page 2 

WHAT WERE THE CIRCUMSTANCE THAT MADE ODR MISTAKES SEEM LIKE A 
"GOOD IDEA AT THE TIME" 

a. success lulled us into a sense of complacency )in some 
cases of almost feeling bulletproof). 

tJD 1. 

' '· 

Everything worked - leasing, sales, values, 
~oning, etc. -we were on a roll. 

We had great, experienced people. 

We had liquidity. 

We had capital markets chasing us. There was 
an incredible supply of money. 

Ye~ 5. We felt that there was always a (back door) 
buyer for our projects. 

YR) 6. • • • We let land andjor f~nanclng costs sometimes 
dictate what we developed. 

b. The company Culture lionized growth and demanded that 
we be aggressive. 

d. 

NO 1. 

N <> 2. 

;.JO 3, 

;I 0 5, 

"We are the number 1 developer", "most 
assets", "most square feet", "record leasing 
year", "new offices", etc. 

"In the history of the world the seller is 
wrong" . 

"In city X, we got 70% of market share but 
why did we miss the other 30%?" 

"We always carry a significant inventory of 
space to provide expansion for our tenants 
and to keep pressure on the competition." 

"We buy land to frustrate_ the competition and 
to control our future." 

"If partner X can 
office buildings 
centers or fashion 

carry land, build big 
and two story service 

retail centers, why can't 
I"? 

Our compensation system demaded that we grow. 
pushed hard by our young people who all wanted 
share of the boom. We let relationships 
objectivity. We didn't use tough love. 

We were 
"their" 
obscure 

In the euphoria of a hot market, we tended to 
true market fundamentals. We didn't have 
prudently evaluate good .information. Often our 
research was last week's leasing meeting. 

~gnore 

andjor 
market 
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Mike Polachek, page 3 

{CONTINUED) 
WHAT WERE TilE CIRCUMSTANCE THAT MADE OUR MISTAKES SEEM LIKE A 
"GOOD IDEA AT THE TIME" 

e. 
Y,-

We let success lull us into high images and attendant 
high overheads ( some· costs were fixed like fancy 
offices with high rents). 

f. Pride kept us from cutting projects, debt, rents, and 
overhead in a timely manner (psychologists have proven 

( that the human psyche will take enormous risks before 
it will admit to a loss - "press the bet on the last 
hole" - "hidden odds for the house in Vegas" - etc.). -

g. 

"' 
h. 

i. 

We tended to focus on great real estate while ignoring 
the storm clouds of overbuilding and increasing debt 
and overhead burdens. "If we didn't buy it, the 
competition would". 

We tended to drift away from direct contact with the 
market and became unduly influenced by our staff, the 
brokerage community and the press, all of whom have a 
tendency to be myopic. 

We were lulled into a sense of security by the EVBS 
with its many trap doors {deferred F.I.T.; negative 
leverage debt; non-market determined cap rates; 
nonrecognition of sales costs and prepayment 
penalties). The EVBS is only a snapshot not a full 
length movie. 

The hot market kept us focused on the future (the next 
deal) while we often ignored prudent asset management. 

Others? 



' Mllty Farnswxth, page ). 

THINGS WE D!O RIGH~ 

L 

'· 

4. 

we consistently 
particularlY in 

outperformed the market 
leasing and renewals. 

in all respects 

We did prepare for a market reversal: 

a. 

b. 

0. 

d. 

Raised $150 million pluc; of cash through 
sales and jv's - as a unit, TralM'Iell Craw 
Company southwest was the last development 
company in the area to run out of cash, 

we did 
{larger 

not take on P.L. debt on 
than $20 million). 

big deals 

!o7c joint. vol\~u,.ed 11\0<1;:. IIIO.:I<:~!." 

and large projects. 
~and 

We just DliiViir expected or planned 
massive forcG majeure market shift. 

for a 

We did cut costs, removed marginal players and got into 
acquisitions in the 3rd party business but a little 
1 ate, (lld. {>JI. 1 

Mo~t important, we had great people. We have held our 
line, Not a single man in the faoe of the most 
ttdverse circumstances to occasion our industry since 
the grQat dlilpression, bucked and ran. While often we 
focus on what~s wrong with 'l.'CC, we need to take pause 
and remember there are a hell-of-a-lot or people in 
this company made out of the "right stuff", 

5, Quite possibly, if we had not done the ri<Jht thiJl.rol. 
abgva. we could haye lost the cgmpany. 

6, Others? 

f. !,-)'<- '""'"'h..""-J. .\-.. ~ ., ...,._.\'...f "ft,....._.t.. .f> ""'"' \o..~(A'o, 0~ .b-'·\A·"-o' 

O..Y'o ~ .. ~~ .\l~b,lo\1 a._,.,~ t'-"""'1 ~""\'!' ..... ~ ... ,\\)."'-)' {h..t ~ ...... 

!\..Jt>\-.h""'-1 "'"''x' ~· 

;11 



' Marty Farn5Wurth, page 2 

WHAT W:ERE THE CIRCUMSTANCE THAT MADE Qlll!; MISTA!\ES SEEM l!IKE A 
"r..;uul) .l!J.I!:A h'l' THI!I 'l'l:Mll" 

&, Succa~~ lulled us into a ggn~e of eomplacancy )in ~ome 
cases of almost feeling bulletproof). 

~ 2. 
,.. .,.J-'1 

d'll)_o'l {/ ~ • 
-\ 4. 

~ '. 

F:Vfl'l"yt.hinq workgd .. l"iuling, t:a1oo, vnluea 1 
~nn I niJ, ""t'-'. ~ w• woro on ::>. lo'O~l. 

We had great, e~perienced people. 

Wft hnli 1 1nuiriihr 

We had capital markets chasing ue, There wa~ 
an incredible supply of money. 

we rel't: tl'l&t tnere was always a (back dOO:t;) 
buyer for our pl:n.}eate ""l.,.l,. _!l.l-..'-1- ~!)A• !\. .. «>.<t .. r t:"'~l oil .i1'- ,.t.. 
Wo!\ lwL l .. nt.l and/or tin;;:nwil'l'i costs sometimos 
ollo-lnt" "moor nm ttO\to.Lopon. 

b, The company cultu:t"a lionized growth and demahded that 
we be aggressive. 

'\ 2. 

~ 3. 

-\ 4. 

"We are the number 1 devoolopgr", "meet 
assets", "most square feet", ":record leasing 
year", "new ofrioea", etc, 

"In the history of the world the seller is 
wrong". 

"In city x, we got 70% of market share but 
why did we miss thS~ other 30%?" 

"WS~ always carry a significant inventory of 
apace to prcvid,e expansion for our tooants 
and to keep pressure on tile competition," 

.'5. "We buy land.?'?.':: ... ~:"'"" .. =-"""'""=="'-' 
to control our future." 

6, "If partner X can carry land, bUild big 
office buildings and two story service 
centers or fashion retail centers,, why can't 
I"? 

c. Our compensation system demaded that we grow. We wore 
pushed hard by our young people wlw all wanted "their" 
share of the boom. we let rel<:~tionships obscure 
objectivity. We didn't use tough love. 

d. In th"' euphoria of a hot r.~arket, we tended to ignoro 
true market fundamentals. we didn't have and/or 
prudently evaluate good inform<J.tion. ~oa. ilia_:.et 

• l,.)t.:.l,. ............ , \ 

( 
OV!f>wh""" -fl.... ..... .w!a, \.l)(.. '-'-~ ,._, j.;$:1 " r,.....t.-...r \>«.>~.~ <f\. "'\lW..ll l"r\"-\<-l-) 

LN•<l\ .... ) ""' Wt.U .,., ........... ~ \]o._~Z,.,(.f ...... L·,,\ L.A.J.\~. 
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Morrt.y Fon\SI'.orth, P<'-9"' 3 

(CONTINUED) 
WHAT WERE THE CIRCUMSTANCE THAT MADE OUR ~!!STAKES SEEM LIKE A 
"GOOD IDEA AT THE TIME" 

•• 

"'h. 
i. 

wa lat "u.::::.:::ass lull us into hi<;h imaqa!! and attendant 
high overheads ( some costs were fixed like fancy 
offices with high rents). \.0.:. 4.+11--. ..fk k.;.,lJ.~ kvfl'(•ll ~\ 

Pride Rept ua from cutting projects, debt, rents, and 
overhead in a timely manner (psychologists have proven 
that the human psyche will take enormous riBks before 
it will admit to a loss - "press the bet on the last 
hole" ~ "hicidan odds for the house in Vegas" ~ eto.). 

We tended to focus on great real estate while ignoring 
the storm clouds of overbuilding and increasing debt 
and overheact burdens. "If we didn't buy it, the 
competition would". 

We tended to drift away from direct contact with the 
market and became unduly influenced by our staff, the 
brokera'Je community and tho press, all of whom have a 
tendency to be myopic. 

We ware lulled into a sense of security by the EVBS 
with its many trap doors (Qeferred F.I,T.; negative 
leverage debt! non~rnarket determined cap rates; 
nonrecognition of salQs costs and prepayment 

7 penalties), The EVBS is only a snapshot not a full 
leng-th movie. 

k. 

The hot market kept us focused on the future (the next 
dsll.l) while we often ignored prudent asset management, 

Others? 

c">' !~~ 
r IJG:O tf\t...., 
. ~ ,.....,i;, 



.. 
George Lipp:> page 1 

THINGS WE DID RIGHT 

1. we consistently outparforned the market in all respects 
particularly in leasing and renewals. ~ 

2, we did prepare !or a market reversal: 

3. 

• • 

a. Raised $150 million plus at' cash through 
aallls and jv's ~ as a unit, TraMell Crow -rw 
Company Southwest was the last development 
company in the area to run out of cash. 

b. we did not ti!.ks on P,L, debt on big deals c;)A> 

(larger than $20 million). 0 

a. we joint ventured most majoz:o ll'l.nd positions ''!'oft' 
and large projects, 

d. We just never expected or planned 
massive force maj&ure market shift. 

for 

We did cut cc111ts, removed marginal players and got into 1-AfJJJ 
acquisitions in the 3rd party business but a littla ! 
late, 

Most important, we had great people. We hav~ held our 
lina. Not a aingla man in the face of the most 
ad.verse circumstances to occasion cur ind.ustry since ')) 
the great depraeeion, bucked and. ran, Whila otten we 1 
focus on what'a wt:<cnq with TCC, we need to t"-}<;e pause 
and remember there are a hell-of-a-lot of people in 
this company made out of the "right stutt 11 , 

Quite possibly, if we bad not don& the right things 

"'" aboye, we QOUld haye lost the cqmpcny. 0 

'· _"•'/~·· ,-__l.d ~- ·~...L..L tYw{J. 
-· • ~. -:·. ? !]_,_ ._:_'-'\ ' 

-; 1 
' .__. _Jf. ') •\ 

. __ :_· ·,:- ! . '-,•. i_ ·• " -- 4' j ),'_;,:/' ! 
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George Lipp:=, p:;ge 2 

WHAT WERE 'l'l!E CIRCUMSTANCE 
"GOOD IDEA AT THE TIME" 

THAT MADE OUR MISTAKES SEEM LIKE A 

a. success lulled us into a sense of complacency )in some 
cases of almost feeling bulletproof). 

L Everything worked - leasing, sales, values, 0 
zoning, .ate. - WQ WQt'lil On a roll. ra 

'· we hnd great, experienced people. 

3. We had liquidity. -~o 

4 . 

'. 
' . 

We had capital markets chasing us. 
an incredible supply of money, 

There was 

We felt that thara was always a (back door) 
buyer for our projects. 

We let land andjor financing costs sometimes 
dictate what we developed. uf 

b, ThA company culture lionized. growth and demanded that 
we be aggressive. 

d. 

L 

' . 

"We are the number 1 developer", 11 most 
assets", "most aquare feet", "record leasing 
year", "new offices", ate. 

"In the hiatory of the world the sellar is 
wrong", 

c;D 
0 

J, "In city X, we got 70% of !1111.:t'ket share but 'Yl,o 
why did we miss the other 30%?" 

4. "We always carry a. signific11nt inventory of 
~PIICB to provide expansion for our tenants LJ{"J 
and to kggp pressure on the compgtition." <.:; 

"W& buy land to frustrata- tha cohlpl!lti tion and 
to control our future," 

6. "If partner X can 
office buildings 
centers or fashion 

carry land, build big 
and two story service 

retail centers, why can't 
1"'? 

Our compansation ~y~tem demaded that we grow. 
pushed hard by our young people who all wanted 
share of the boom. We let relationships 
objectivity. We didn't uae tough love. 

In the euphoria of a hot market, we tended to 
true market tundamentals. We didn't have 
prudently evaluate good intormation. orten our 
research was last week's leasing meeting. 

We were 
"their" 
obscure 

ignm:·e 
<J.nd/or 
market 
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(CONTINUED) 
WRAT WERE THE ciRCUMSTANCE THAT MADE OUR MISTAKES SEEJ1 LIKE A 
"GOOD IDEA AT THE TIME" 

•• 

g. 

h. 

i. 

j. 

We let succcu:;s lull ua into high imag0s and attendant 
high overheads { soma costs wars fixed like fancy 
officQs with high rents). 

Pride kept us :!!rom cutting projects, debt, rents, and 
overhead in a timely manner (psychologists have proven 
that the human psyche will take enormous risks before 
it will admit to a loss - "press the bat on the last 
hole" - "hidden odds for the house in Vegas" - etc.), 

we tended to focus on great real estate while ignoring 
the stortll clouds of overbuilding and increasing debt 
and overhead burdena. '1If we didn't buy it, the 
corn.pati tion would". 

We tended to drift away from direct contact with the 
market and became unduly influenced by our staff, the 
brokerage coll!lnunity and the p:r:asa, all of whom have a 
tendoncy to be myopic. -

Wa were lulled into a sense of security by the EVBS 
w.i.th its many tr!!.p d.oors (deterred F.I.T.: neqative 
leverage debt; non-market determined cap ratesJ 
nonrecoqnition of sales costs and prepayment 
penalties). The EVBS is only a snapshot not a full 
length movie. 

The hot market kept us focused on the future (the next 
deal) while we often ignored prudent asset mana~ement. 

k. Oth .. ra? 

,-' . [ .. 
;" •• __v.~,·-· "' 

··-' 

' • 

'-··· 
) 1-' 

. I . ' 
.. " 

' . ,, -r 
- ,-c • 

' ' ""'' ---""' ' 

' -,.,. ... .-.. 
" ·.' ' 
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THINGS WE DID RIGHT 

1, 

'· 

we consistently outperformed the market in all respectq , ~ 
particularly in leasing and renewals& 3t" .. Jib\.(~ WJU.. ~kitS 

&~c.<:.· 
We did prepare fOt' a market reversal: 

a. 

b. 

o. 

Raised $150 million plus of cash through 
sales and jv's - aa a unit, Trammell Crow 
company Southwest was tho last development, 'II'""' 
company in the area to run out of cash.- w{. %• ~ 'S<IY,JII..-• 

We did not take on P.L. debt on big deal~u~ 
(larger than $20 million). ----'i>' .h<-U~,~~~k&M-

We joint ventured most major lancl positions A 
and large projects. :J 

~---•d. We just never expected or planned for a 
massive force majeure market Shift, 

3. 

4. 

;. 

(, 

we did cut costs, removed marginal players and got into 
acquisitions ~n ,t~e,1 ~rd party business but a little 
lata. ~ 1 ~?ll.tM<t{ L\M(_ d.JmJ.- .Wbn Mt!U· 

~~""'-" Most important, we had great peopleft We have held our 
line. Not a single man in the face of the most 
adverse circumstances to occasion our industry since 
the great depression, bucked and ran. While often we 
focus art what's wrong with TCC, we need to take pause 
and remember there are a hell-of-a-lot of people in 
this company made out of the "right stuff", - ~ 

GUtets? 



• 

WHAT WERE THE CIRCUMSTANCE THAT MADE OUR MISTAKES SEEM LIKE A 
"GOOD IDEA AT THE TIME" - !.., ~"'- IV'"') 1.jl«h ~ ~p/1:\U. • ~ ~ ~ dt.- 1:-,;~. 

'' Success lulled us into a sense of complacency )in some 
dases o! almost feeling bulletproof), ~~ 

'\.t:> ""J~ ... ~ ~ 
1. Everything worked - leasing, sales, val1faa /)_ "+-'' I_N.At.W"il:tW 

zon.j.ng, etc, ~ we were on a roll. ) {~ we.. ~ "(N!U.. d...w 
--..,;:'?" .u.-- ~IW..-~~ ~~~~~~ 

.Wt-lvul fl\LdL~ 3. 

41.\t~.-r"~~ 
? . ~~4.. 4. 

We had great, experienced people. '\C-!:;1 ~~~ 1{. ':>- ~ 

we had liquidity. \<-!I 

We had dapi tal markets chasing us. 
an incred.ible supply of money. '\<t-!1 

There was 
~ti~~Jobl' -·"' ~~"? 1 .. JJM~5. We felt that ther_e was al1'j;ays a (back door,) I' /J;,, 
w1_y. i.IIJJ.-"''- I buyer for our proJects. ~~"-'{..liLt 'Nf'~c.w';- <llt -:.c,""-"-'l . 
. . o • ..,., -,. -1<1:.. - ;,.k ....- ~ '>"'-
~~-'-,~_ ,,':\_ .... 6.' We let land andjor financing costs sometimes ~- L 
~ \il""- )J'-""-,;;. .IJ.!,l'--' dictate ~we developed. - tv+- ~ .. ow.c.k "-">- +\<..V.. 1 .v-v. ~ ~-

~_:,Vf ...ov"''""'h. The company c:ulture lionizect growth and demanded that 
~u· we be aggresslve. 

' "'' ) . .1 1. "We are the number 1 developer", "most ~ 
!!.w w· assets", "most square feetu, 11 record leasing _.":.

1 
~ 

~·-· year", "new offices", etc. ~ ~~ 

c. 

d. 

2. 

3 ' 

•• 

"In the histor~ _ot: the world the seller is -
wronq". ~!-'> 1 JJ..*r.ol-~~ ~~J..k.. 
"In city x, we got 70% of market ?hare put _ . r;tr' 
why did we mis5 the other 30%?" ~ ~ ~- \.MIA.l<i:Ml> ~.-

"We always caJ:ry .a-si<Jn}(tcau!::: inventory of ~----c-
space to provide expansion for our tenants ~- hN/~ -k> 
and to keep pressure on the competition," ~,~.aM~ ... ! ••. ~ 

~,...,,:e 4 i "'1"'7:7' 
"We l:;!uy land to frustrate the competition and - CUt,{k.A ~~~~ 
to control our future." t):-.~'!;14 ,..v \>-.ll4._s o+£:, ::::=::;~:-

6. "If partner X can carry land, build big • (! 
office buildif!gs and two story service b~-~ .~..o 
centers or fashlon retail centers, why can'~"""\ IJl.(WI·~•"-") 
I"? ......._'"1hffi~ 

that we grow. We were ~ ~ 

share of the boom. ~~~a~1i~n~~1~~d ~;~~~~: ~~~ 
objeotivity. We didn't use tough love, A~ /o--e/)

0 
.;;,..:.;;;: 

In the euphoria of a hot market, we tended to ignore 
true market fundamentals. We didn't have andjor 
prudently evaluate good information. Often our, market . 
researdh was last week's leasing meeting. ~~ ~1 v---

.L 1 r '• .L ') '> <-<~>tU-'-'1 v.r{_ AM' -... IL 
].I. ;-'{I (lo.I>.{LI ' • -t 

J_,J,-, ;_ c.Ud~ ~ ~ ~ ' 
' 



(CONTINUED) 
WHAT WERE THE CIRCUMSTANCE THAT MADE OUR MISTAKES SEEM LIKE A 
"GOOD IDEA AT THE TIME" 

•• 

•· 
h. 

i. 

j • 

k. 

We let success lull us into high images and attendant 
high ovarheads ( soma costs ~ere fixect l~ka fancy, .1 
officea with high rcnta) • '\ l->, W* {..."-(.....;., .......,..;. wr""'.,.· -:r :t~ _'1; 

)lutM,M"<-eJ.. -JX'~ """'!<t t\.J.v.t<t.ho;-•IG 
Pride kept us from cuttirtg projects, debt, rents, and 
overhead in a timely manner (psychologiats have proven 
that the human psyche will taKe enormous risks before# ~ 
it Will admit to a loss - 11 press the bet on the last ~[,'>-
hole" M "hidden odds for the house in Vegas" - etc.), CM'-1 ~~ .. ~-

' ~""' ,_.,. "" We tended to focus on great real estate while ignc..ring · 11--'\,.,..,., 
the storm clouds of overbuilding and increasing debt ~ 
and overhead burdens. "If we didn't buy it, the 
competition would". A-~ 

Wa tended to drift away from direct contact with the 
market and became unduly influenC!l<.l by our staff, the 
brokerage community and the press, all of whom have a -
t!lndency to be myopic. r·~ ~ ~~ lfo0'(6 ~ l,vA.l. ,»tNfJt' 
We ware lulled into a sense of security by the EVBS 
with its many trap doors (deferred F.I.T.: negative 
leveraqe debt; non-market determined cap rates; 
nonrecognition of sales costs and prepayment 
penalties). The EVBS is only a snapshot not a full 
length movie, ~C. 5 
The hot market kept us focused on the future (the next 
deal) while we o:l"ten ignored prudent asset management. Yr£} 

Others? 
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RIDING OUT THE 
! REAL ESTATE 

STORM 

Dcv<lopm~nt'> day of re<:koning 
n., finally come, Anthony Dowru, sc· 
nior fellow at !he Brookings Jn,Utu
uon in W"'hington, D.C., told a ULl 
audience "' the hll meeting in Chi· 
cago in early Novemt=-. The blunt 
reality is, he said, that only if new 
development exponenc~s a deep re· 
ce.,ion can the prosperity of owning 
and operating exi•ting properties h< 
reston:d. 

There has been a fund:unental and 
worldwidc shift in real ''"""' capital 
markel.i, Oowno e><plained. Where., 
the 1980s >aW a flood of a.pital from 
many •ourcts that generated develop
ment, the llf90> will see a shortage of 
capital that will chol<.e off new develop
ment except for deal, dearly fortified 
with equity, huge prdeasing, or both. 

Mo··eovcr, the U.S. economy in gen· 
cr.>.\ aJJd the population thai underlies 
real CS!><O in particular will grow more 
slowly in the 1990s, All1.his bode> ;JI 
for new development- But, after ape· 
ri~d offaliing rcnl-' and price> over lloe 
next year or two, itougur< well for the 
owner< hip and management of exist· 
<ng property. So the next year or sn arc 
goi_ng to be difficult for l>oth new 
dovdopnoent and ownerohip_ 

"lf)<>U lud followed my advice over 
the ycan; Downs chided the deWlop
er> in the audience, "y<~u would have 
kncwn that this day wao coming. 
l-Ienee ycu wculd have prepared lOr i~ 
par~y by accumulating cwne,.hip p<>
sitiom and cash." 

Bnt Down._ likeo to vi"" the situa· 
oion positively. The fundamental 
changes in Teal .. tate markets from 
the money surplw and rapid demand 
growth of the 1980s to the mo=y 
ohortag<:andsloW<:rgrowth ofthe 1990> 
need not be a message of despair or 
gloom for the real est>.te indwtry ._. a 
whole. Real eot>.te will l"<'maln a pillar 
of our economy and society. 

And he offered advice based on a 
remarkable new discovery made by an 
archeologtst friend of his. In a cave 
on Mt. Sinai, preoerved in a huge jar. 
thio archeologiot discovered a set of 
scrolls som~what like the famouo 
Dead Sea scrolls, but apparently writ. 
ten for ancient real e>tate developers. 
Eight specialittd commandmcn'->
authorship unattdbuted-were 
thereon inscribed. 

• 11le first commandment i>. ll>ou 
shalt manage tltine existing "'''"" 
with thy whole heart, thy whole 
mind, and thy whole wul. for it i> 
those =ets thai will sustain thee. 

• The second commandment is, 
Honor thine existing tenant; .. thy. 
self, for without them ~tou ohalt 
per1sh. 

• The third ccmmandment, which 
Down. calli a "biggie; is, Thou shalt 
not commit new conotmetion unless 
thou hast enough prdeasing Wlth 
tripl.,.A credits to y;eld a posillvc 
cash t1ow when thy building op<::ru. 

• The fourth commandment is, If 
thou must create more space. thou 
shalt focus on renovation of exi>Ung 
properties, preferably in locations 
where tough oooing creates qu.si· 
monopoly po.oitions. 

• The firtlt commandment is, Thou 
shalt m>Jtimize thy cash holdings 
and avoid debt like the plague. 

• The si~th-Oowns calls it a tough 
one--is, Thou >haltshnnk thine own 
organiz.ation before its overhead 
drives thee into the grave. 

~ 
26 January 9l/'ll;i•1tl"•' ··,lil'i' 

• The ocv~nth is, Tho<o shalt tiOt sell 
""<" "' pedod> or falling pnccs. 
llnles.' dire need< for<"-'" prc<S th~.o 
or unk" 1.hou rc<f,h·cst a really 
great pdce_ 

• And the last «>mma,dmet" IS, 

Tholl oh:.lt not de> pair in P''rioo:ls of 
>d•crsity. Let the heathen hurcau
<rat> of lhc drcad~<l Rr-sohnion 
'rrust Cu•T•<>ration f<>llow the pagan 
principle of CTA---<lr co•a thy"-''· 
Thou shah instead follow the holy 
pl'indpk of CTB-count thy bless
ing•. Remember the J() y<~TS of 
milk and honey th>t come !:.<fore 
theoe few years of drotJght thou art 
now entering. 
Downs ~dmitted to tlte ULI oudi

enco that he was a<nazwtltow wdl tho 
""<oent cmnmandmenL' no the dr
cttn>":mco• of today. "In fact, • he >~tg· 
gestcd. "if YO" follow them yooo'll un· 
doubte<ily <ide otlt the nofrent "orm. 
·n,.n, when ,·aconcy ""'" fonally fall 
cno11gh so I hal renL< r.n stah<lize an•l 
•tart ri<in~ and property owncT>hip 
comes into tls own again, )''"' c>n 
adopt a trHiy p<»itivo altit"d~ ." • 




